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CHAP~ I 
TBE NATURE OF TBE PROBLEM 
.An ap:proach to the ;pr(!llblem .. --No pro.blem has caused more 
headaches and heartaches to teachers, parents, and pupils in 
. ' . 
the organization of' our graded schools than that of pu.pil 
progress .. Comnrunities must_ c~nsta.ntly study the :problem in all 
its related aspects to be aware of the effect which their :Pol-
. -
icies and :practices are having'on :puJ;?il progress. Otto h12.s 
... y 
stated the :problem generally: 
· 
11Tliere is :probably no single as:pect of the organization 
of graded· elementary schools which continuously confronts 
teachers and administrative officers in a. more baffling 
manner than that of children's progress· through school. 
For a nine year :period, beginning 3anuaryl, 1934, bibli~ 
ographies in education totaled more than :four hundred· 
research studies and articles dealing with various phases· 
of pupil progress and· the recording· ana re~orting of :PU:Pil 
:progress. It is generally agreed that a school system 
should be erga.nized and administered ·so as to :provide f'or 
the smooth, continuous·, natural :progress of evecy :pu:pil. 
Yet there are many vital questions that need be answerea 
ana many :procedures that must be worked out· before actua.I 
practice· can attain that goal.. If teachers and administra-
tors at any one level and at different levels in the sohoo1 
system can cooperatively arrive at reasonable agreement 
as· to the fundamental principles and the administrative 
practices which should govern promotion--that is, the ad-
vancement of a pupil from one grade to another· and :from 
one school to another-~perha:ps the principal factor con-
tributing to inarticula.tion in :public education would be 
removed. 11 
1/henry 3~ Otto, Elementary School Organization And Administration, 
A:ppleton-Century-Cro:fts, Inc .. , New York, 1944, p .. 200. 
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..... 2 
In spite of m,uch_ ~esea;r-ch on th.e. :prob.lem, _ no .tailor.ed plan 
has been found that will meet the needs of all localities. 
Each community must study its own problems and must attempt 
. ... 11 - .. . . . . 
to arrive at its own solutions. otto in commenting on much 
-· - . 
of the research in the field of pupil progress reaches the 
following conclusion: 
. · __ "Pe~ha:ps the :Out-standing_ cpnclusion· ·that _cap· b:e 
drawn from the data re~orted is that there is no single 
concept or group of unJ.ted threads which can be said to 
const·i tute the promotional policy o:f the school systetr-a 
studied.· There is· much confusion ·o·f' thought on the :part 
of' ·all. groups· of educa.tion·al. workers regarding what is 
a desirable and· justifiabTe plan :for the· :promotion· o:r 
}lupil"s .- This chaos is enhanced by the fa·ct that ;peb:Ple 
disagree as to the fundamental n·ature· and :func-tions of ·t:ne 
elementary ·school a.s· an educat.ional insti tu.tion. It_ is not 
clear whether the elementary school shall be an insti t:u.t_ion 
in· whi-ch training ·in tool subjec-ts shall b·e the major ob-
Jectfve,· or whe-ther the· chief concern o:f' the school ·shall 
be ·the d·evelopment o·f well~ adjusted, wholesome· :Personal;;.-· 
ities. or·t is it likely that bo-th Q:f these objective-s (and 
perhaps certain <ithers) shall :r:•eceive equal attention~ ·rf 
the lat·ter· b·e true, then how are these· various objecti'V'es 
to be represented in the :PrG:lmotfonal ;practices? ·Or ·is' it' 
likely that :pupil progress can be administere'd -quite al_)art 
from: the· instructional objectives? rn any event·; it· ·s·e·ems 
c·leal.' that ma.ny of· the· above quest-ions must be answered 
before a concre_te ;t>ro~otional policy_ can be· worked _ou_t_. 11 
Statement of the Jtroblem~--The ~iter_ :pro:Poses to_ determine 
what :plans for :PU:Pil progress,. kindergarten through grade six~ 
should be taken in the town of Millis, Massachusetts. 
. . . 
Source.--In Se:ptember, 1951, the writer began his first 
. . 
full year as elementary supervising :principal :f_or the town_ o:f' 
Millis, Massachusetts. The previous year, the writer had ob-
, . . . . - - ... ' - . 
served the placem.ent and grading of :Pupils for the coming year. 
1/Henry J. Otto, op. cit., :p. 211. 
••• 
In_ talking wi~h the teacher~, the writer had found consid ... 
erable doubt and co.nfusion as to what to do with chil_dren _of 
doubtful ability~ doubtful ac~ievement, or both. To ~remote 
~ + ~- 0 - •• • • 0 • ~ .. ., • "- A 
or not to ~remote ~as the ques~ion .. T~~re see~ed to be a g~~-~t 
deal of eonfusion among the teachers as to what the basis wa.t:~ 
for promotion .. 
Jus~ification.~-The following reasons would seem to 
justify an investigation of the problem: 
1 .. In any school system there should be uniform ~ramo ... 
tional and grading policies. Inquiry of the teachers 
- - . - -
suggested to the writer that there was not uniformit~ 
in decisions made in Millis .. 
2. Every school system should have on file definite in~ 
formation showing the effect which its grading and 
promotional policy is having on pupil progress. No 
. -
C?ll~c~ed bo~ of information in regard to this ~roblem 
was available in Mill:i.s. 
. . . 
3 .. Promotional and grading ~olieies need to be constantly 
evaluafed in the light of newer practices which seem 
, I . . - . - • • -
to be proving succes$£ul.A growing trend exists which 
points the way toward more flexible ~romotional and 
. - -- . - - -
grading policies. Plans for continuous progress are 
being tried in many localities. ~llis needs to eval-
uate its present promotional and grading policy in 
relation to this trend. Againt inquiry of the teachers 
.. 4 
showed that this had not been done within the memory of any 
teacher. 
Seope~--The experience of all children now in school in 
Millis will be studied in relation to :progress from kinderM 
. . . 
garten through grade six. Progress :glans will be formulated 
only for P:U:Pils ~n. kindergarten through grade six, as :P:U;rtila 
in other gr~des. are beyond the jurisdiction of the writer. 
Logical analysis.--In order to determine what :plans ~~r 
:pu:pil :progress s_hould be t~ken_ i~_ Millis, it would seem that 
the following questions must be answered: 
1 .. 
2. 
3. 
- -- . -·· - - - -
What do we find in authorities and current practice 
in regard to :pu:pil :progress? 
What is the present pu:pil :progress :policy in Millis? 
What has happened with regard to :progress in kinder ... 
garten through grade six to the :pupils entering the 
- - - . - . - ,, 
Millis Consolidated School from 1940 on? (Pupils who 
entered in 1940 would be seniors in 1951-1952.) 
4. What has caused this to happen? 
5. What reco~mendations for pupil :progress, kindergar~en_ 
through grade six, should be made in ~llis in view of 
the above findings? 
- - .. 
Research procedure.--The following research :procedure 
would seem to be indicated: 
1. Investigatio~ of the literature on :pupil :progress 
and :plans of :pu:pil progress. 
-2~ Obtaining an understanding of the pup~l prog:r:ess 
policy accepted by the teachers by means of an in-
quiry of the teachers, kindergarten through grade 
six, now in the system. 
. . -.. . -
5 
3. Investigation of recorda to find out what happened 
to the classes which entered f»Dm 1940 on in regard 
to promotion, kindergarten through grade six, and 
tabulation of the data~ 
4. Exam_in_e_ the rec_ords_ of pupils retarded or accelerated. 
to determine the reasons for retardation or acceler-
ation. This will be done in relation to age, achieve· 
ment, and ability. 
Data needed.--The following data were needed: 
1. Understanding of progress policy accepted by the teachers 
in k~~dergarten t?ro~gh grade six since 1940. 
2. Number of pupils retarded and where. 
3., .Ages, intelligence quotients, achievement test results 1 
and report card marks of pupils retarded. 
.. . ·- . ~ 
4. The same fo~a.ny accelerated pupils. 
5., Chronological ages of all :PUPils in the school. 
Procurement of data.--An inquiry form was used to ontain 
.. . . - ... 
an understanding of past progress policy accepted by the teachers. 
Ages were obtained from the Massachusetts school register. Intell-
. - .. - . -- .. . - -
igence quotients and achievement test results were in the pupil's 
-6 
cumulative record folder. Report card marks and the number of 
retardations and accelerations were found on the white 11LifeH 
cards and the cumulative record folder. 
Treatment of data.--Tables were set up to show the follow~ 
ing information: 
1. Teacher interpretation of past progress :policy .. 
2. The number 1 sex, and present location of pupils 
retarded from September, 1940, to the present. 
- . 
3. The places where retardation took place for these 
pupils. 
4. The ability of these pupils as measured by intelligehce 
tests. 
5. The achievement of these pupils as measured by achieve-
ment tests and by report card marks. 
6" Enrollment trends in Millis from 1940 to the present. 
CH.AJ?TER II 
PHASES OF ATTAINING PUPIL PROGRESS 
Definition of pu:pi?- progress .. --~om t?e writerte view-
point it s~emed essenti~l to develop. a clear definition of 
what is meant by pupil progress. In an examination of the 
literature on pupil progresst the writer found no universal 
- -
agreement on what is meant by pupil ~.rogr_ess., Pupil :prog:ress 
does not mean the same thing to all people. I~ defining_ pupil 
progress the problem resolves itself, not to a simple defini-
. - . 
tion of pupil progress, but what should an acceptable defini~ 
tion be for a modern elementary school.. Several questions 
arise when one tries to define pupil progress. 
1 .. Is pupil progress concerned only with the movement of 
the p~pil from. grade to. grade_?_ . 
2 .. Should pupil progress be concerned only with the mas-
tery of certain prescribed skills and the memorization 
of facts? 
3., ~s pupi~ progress concerned only with the intellectual 
progress of the pupil? 
4 .. Does pupil progress mean the total development of the 
individual as a continuous ongoing process? 
-7-
1:1 
Burton in consi·dering the relation of experience to learning 
has defined ;progress in terms of the learner: 
"Preparation for life is not something to be imposed 
upon the learner far ih adva.ncefl It is rather· the develo:p ... 
ment of ·those understandings, attitudes, and a.bili tie·s 
which the pupil needs now in ~he solu~ion of his curren~ 
probleins-. The-se turn out to be similar to those which he 
will need later in solvin g adult problems. Pupils will 
progress through levels .tff~ maturity. participating at each 
level in rich and varied learning e~eriences. Understand-
ings, attitudes, and abilities :heeded in adult life begin 
in the nursery. They will grow and e:q>and through conti:n- · 
uing experiences until the learner emerges into adult life. 
That is, :pupils will :pursue :problems and projects of value 
to them now. To do this they will need to work together, 
to plan procedures, to make decisions, to understand differ-
ing personalities, to be tolerant of differences of ·opinions, 
and so on through hundreds of items. But all of these items 
are equally necessary in adult life. The learner :progresses 
toward adulthood by develo}}ing through experience at each 
,maturity level better insights, better attitudes, bette:t' 
:abilities 4 u y 
otto in discussing children's :progress through school cites 
examples of what items are given the greatest weight in deter-
mining whether a pu:pil should be :promoted _(Jr retained: 
' 
"In 1934 two hundred superintendents and principals 
of elementary schools-and 1,702 classroom teachers 1n 
~hirty-five representative school systems in northern 
'Illinois, exclusive of the city of Chicago, were requested 
ito list the item or-items which they considered most im:.. 
portant or gave greatest weight in deter~ining whether a 
\:pupil shall be promoted or retained. Twenty-eight different 
litems were mentioned, achievement in subjects of study 
,being named more than twice as o·:f'ten as any other item.-
Mental ability, chronological age, various character traits, 
home conditions, health, attendance, and conduct were i:u:nong 
the other criteria named .. If all the different items had 
been tabu-lated exactly as they were reported, the list 
would have contained more than seventy-five rubrics." 
1/Willi·a.m H. :Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities, 
D. Appleton-Century Company,_ New York, 1944, p .. 82. 
g/Hen~y ~- Otto, op. cit., pp. 202, 203. 
I 
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It is readily seen £rom the preceding that a clearcut defini-
tion of ~upil progress cannot be given apart from its related 
setting. There are many definitions of ~upil progress available. 
The question is---which one should the school acce~t? To find 
the answer the writer turned to an examination of some of the 
related phases of pupil progress. 
A philosoppy of education.--In making a~ stu~ of pupil 
progress it would seem necessary to examine to some extent the 
basic philosophy of the elementar.y school. This may be found in 
. -
written form in many schools, or i :t m~_ be _impl~ed in the l_)rac-
tices. which the school e~ploys. What are the goals toward which 
' -
a good elementary school is heading? In a st~~ of PUl?il progress 
it would seem logical to first determine toward what it is 
trying to progress. Progress implies_ a g?al which gives direction. 
It is not the l_)Ur:Pose here to formulate a. com:Plete p?iloso:P~ of' 
edu~ation, whi~h rrcight be accepted or rejected in part or in 
total. It .is rather th~ pur_pose __ to provide a guide to one • s 
thinking in the formul~tion of_ a :Philosophy. One ~f_ the_ prime 
needs of our school system or any school system is a clear 
. . -
state~ent of the goals and ~ur};loses toward which it is aimed • 
.v· . . - - . .. 
Lane has stated t?_e problem c_learly and concisel;r in the 
J;>re~ble of his charter for the elementary school. 
1/Robert H. Lane, The· Teacher in the· ]!odern Elementary School 1 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1951, p. 8. 
-10 
"The great majority o:f .Americans are seriously 
concerned over the direction which our elementary 
schools should take. There are millions o:f kin-dly · 
intelligent :people who recogmize many o:f the desirable 
·.achievements o:f the modern elementary schoolt ·but at 
the same time question certain methods and practices 
as unsound in :preparing children to·meet life effect-
ively on their age-level. There is a great and urgent 
need· :for clari:ficati@n o:f the philosophy o:f elementary 
education_ in the United States today, 11 
A pbdloso:pby may be de:fine~ as ~ se~ o~ beliefs w~ch gu~de. 
In a school system in actual practice as it daily affects 
. . . 
children's living and ~earning, it ~s the set of beliefs held 
by parents, teachers, and administrators, and as s_uch it s~ould 
be worked out. What are the major objectives o:f elementary ed-
... . . 
ucation? Toward what should it be_ heading? MUch has been_ ~itten 
on the goals and purposes o:f education in .American demo_opa~Y· 
The Educational Policies Commission in its book on elementary 
.v·· . . ... 
education has defined three major values which it :feels should 
guide and direct the education o:f all .American children. These 
are stated below in condensed form; 
11 1. A. good· elementary school will help·. to· O.eveJ.:op those· 
baeiic skills and that· sturdy independence and initia-
tive which will' e·nable our citizens to ·attack the·· 
problems that :face 'them and to press :forward toward 
ever improv:ing __ solutions. 
2. A good eleme·ntary school· strives :for the diac·overy · 
and :fUll development o:f all the humane and construc-
tive talents o:f each individual~ 
3. :A good elementary ·school emphasize·a social re·sporrsibil·ity 
a.nd the cooperative· skills necessary to the progressive 
improvement o:f social institutions." 
- -
:JlEducational J?olicies· Commission,· Education ·:for All Ameri'can 
Children, National Education .Associatioh o:f the U.S; and the 
Association of School Administrators, Washington, D.C., 1948, 
PP• 3, 4. 
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At h~s inauguration as president of Columbia University in 
1948 General Eisenhower made the followil!lg observation: 
"At all. levels of educationJ we :must be constantly 
watchful that our schools do not become so engrossed in 
the techniques, great varieties of fractionalized courses·, 
· highly specialized knowledge, and the size of the plzy'sica.l 
plant as to· :forget the principal ·purpose of· education it ... 
self--to-prepare the student :for effective personal and 
social life in a free society •• ·•• General educat'ion for 
citizenship must be the common and first purpose of them 
all .. " 
Lane has attempted to clarify the purposes and procedures of the 
. . " . .v 
elementary school in his "Charter :for the Elementary School. 11 
.. - ~ . 
The first two articles deal with the philosophy and objectives 
of elementary education: 
".Article I 
An Acceptable Philosophy of Education 
1. The major purpose of elementary education is to en-
sure succesful growth of children. · 
2. All kinds o:f growth are equally important~· · 
3. Each child grows in an environment-physical and 
social which conditions his growth. · 
4. The growing child's d~ is made up of experiences 
within his environment.. . -- . 
5., The major task of ·the teacher i·s to direct the· 
growth of the child fr~ each level of his devel-
opment to the next higher level. 
Article II 
The Objectives €lf Elementary Educati_on 
The major objective which the elementary school 
should reach is to give its boys and girls a thorough 
grounding in the fundamentals of good living." 
" - ~ . 
The unique feature of American education which must be kept 
in mind in the formulation of an acceptable philosophy is 
1/Robert H. Lane, o;p. cit., pp. 8-11 .. 
'4).~ __ _,_-
12 
that education in America is children regard-
less of race, color, oreed, 
quotations give some trends 
or :mental i\,ili ty. The :preceding 
in modern\"e~~tion~l :philosophy 
~ . . •·· 
in the elementary school .. A clear state:ment\®t" educational 
philosophy worked out for a school should help~to bring 
- \ '\., ., 
changes in p~actices and procedures. ', 
·. 
Understanding of child growth and develop:mehb --How should 
child growth and development enter into our pu;pii~rog:ress ~ol-
- . - . . :.. ..... -
icy? There are three major :phases of child growth and ·Qevel-
. . . . - - . . ··\ \ .. 
\ 
o;pment. These are ~nato!lJ.ical and physical growth, . socia_l\,a.nd 
emotional growth, and intellectual growth. Often these are-". 
. - . 
\ 
treated as separate and distinct ~hases of ch~ld grow~~·- It '~ 
should be kept in mind that these three constantly interact. 
Many times in the past,_ e_ducational J?S!chology has been con-
cerned with isolated ;phases of growth and development which 
4 • - • - - - • -
had little rela~ion to,_ or practical yalue in the educ~tion 
of children. Gradually a concept has evolved which treats the 
.. .. - . - . ~ - -
child as a whole organism. Total behavior patterns are described 
- . 
rather than isolated :phases of growth. Children are being stud-
~ • • • r .. -- • .o 
ied in the laboratory rather than from an armchair.· ~x:perimen­
tal schoo~s, guidance clinics, and child study laboratories 
have all added their part to our present knowledge of chil-
- . 
dren's behavior. In the past a child's progress through school 
was determined almost solely by his intellectual achievement 
with little regard for any other ~hase of growth. The child 
. . . 
surv-ived or fell by the wayside purely on the basis of whethel:' 
. . . 
he achieved the desired academic standard required by that 
- . ~ ···- .. . ' " -
particular school at that particular time~ A pupil progress 
.. . . -
policy wl!J.ich takes c~ild growth an_d developme;nt into __ consid ... 
eration s}lould of necessity consider other phases than intel-
lectual ac~ievement alone. 
. . . 11 ·. . . •.. . . ·. -. 
Principles of growth~--Millard has suggested four prin-
• ~ - • ~ • - ~ • w ·- - • - • - - " ... " 
ciples of growth which hav-e many implications for an acceptable 
pupil progress po~icy: 
••1. Growth is qualitative as well as quantitative. 
2. Growth is continuous. 
3. Growth is individual. 
4. Growth is modifiable .. 11 
What are some of the im:Plications behind these four P!inci;pl~a? 
It would seem that education to date has been concerned mainly 
with the q:uanti ty o:f growth and quality was not co_nside:r:ed. 
The implication :for ?UPil progress w~uld see~ to be_ this~-~ 
are we push_ing ?.hildren ahead or retar:Hng ~hem_ sol_el;r on ~he 
. 
basis o:f the quantity o:f work done? The idea that growth is 
- •• - • • - - w - • - - •• • -
continuous is di:f:ficult :for many to accept. Growth is far 
more orderly within the child's own pattern than was before 
suspected. Does the school help or does it interfere with 
- . 
this_ aspect of growth? That the g~owt~ of chil~e~ is indi: 
vidual would be denied by :few today. The accep~ance o:f this 
- - -- . - . ' - ... - . 
y-c. v. Mil-lard, Child- Growth: and Development· ·in· the Elementary 
School Years, D.C. Heath, Boston, 195lt PP• 11-18. 
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principle has great implications for pupil progress. Can the 
acceptance of grade standards be reconciled to a program which 
will provide for individual differences? Is it possible to ac• 
cept both ideas? It would appear to the writer that to accept 
one would be to reject the other. Conscientious teachers have 
attempted to adapt work to the ability of their pupils, but 
working under the grade standard theory when it came time for 
marking or promotion they were faced with a dilemma. The teachers 
said, 11He is doing the best he can. How can I retard or fail 
him?" Yet under the grade standards idea they cannot promote 
him until he has reached the level of attainment specified for 
·- ' . . ~ . - ' 
that grade.· The impulse to grow is innate and will continue, 
The pattern of growth m~ be modified. This is the important 
consideration :for teaching. How growtl:l can be modified is gen ... 
. -- .v- . -
erally misunderstood. Millard has saia: 
~- - ~ 
"Attempts· at modlfication through :pressure, excessive 
drill, and extended practice periods are usually ineffec-
tive when measured in terms of J;>ermanent learning .. " 
In regard to emotional and ~ocial adjustment an~ the problem 
of adjusting to individual abilities, Pressey and Robinson 
. - y 
have suggested the :following: 
"Different schools show diff'erences in the aver·age 
ablli ty of the children. In a given class the children 
vary greatly ln e.bili ty·. Different grades markedly over-
lap; thus some third grade children may be above the 
1Jc. V.Millard-;-o;p .. cit.,, p. 17. 
g/Sidney L. Pressey and Francie· P.- Robinson, Psychology and 
the New Education, Harper and Brothers, New York, 1944, p. 109. 
--
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~v~rage s'ixt:p. gr~d_e_ child .. in ability. SUch a child cannot 
be_ advanced __ J.n schoo~ in ·:proportion t·o his ability fol:'· -
fear of soc:tal maladJUStment. But maladjustment will also 
f.ollow if-each child's ability is-not· recognized~ A' ~le~­
J.bl_e system of ;tfrogress through school which will take 
a.ccoun.t, _with the best: com:promis:e :possible, of eaoli child t s 
t?ta~ stage- of. d:eyelo:pment se·ems best. It must be re·oog ... 
nJ.Zed that chJ.ldren of different abilities ·n.ave different 
futur_es to· :Prepare· for·. A bright chi-ld is beaded :perha;ps 
for a :profession; a dull child, -t·owar'd lr.ome ty:pe of un ... 
skilled work. Though CClnsti tutional capacity cannot be' 
increased, by· bringing it- abGJUt that ·children Will more 
a'dequately realize their :pot-entiali tits an increase in 
the general level of abilities is possible." 
. .. . - . 11 . -- . . - --
Again the sam~ authors suggest a less ri~id :promotio? ~~an 
as the only way to truly answer the :problem of individual 
differences: 
"Instruction-al· materials and l?r·ocedures are inc·:r:eas ... 
i:r:igly. being so· organized as to be· readily adJUStabTe to··-
the needs of each pupil~ Now there are ·s;pecial materials 
for sight saving· class·es·1 s·l?ec·ial classes for the subno:rinal, 
Incr-easingly, the 'writers believe,. there will be fle:X:i'bflit:v 
in ·:promo:tion so that children of sil.Perio·r maturity· may be 
moved ahe~d ~ore· rapidly thap. :the _average. rn·_ cla,s~ .the:t•e 
. can_ be- such a variety. ~f :P:ossible work tha~. e~_ch J?Ul?if. can 
do somewhat as he desJ.res and proceed at hJ.s own l;)ace. 
With ingenuity all' this can be done 'with ·out any im:pos-
. si ble burden on 'teachers or educational facili t'i·e·s •. In· 
factf it might' b'e said 'that tbe problem is to free each 
:pupil from unnecessary rou-tine· and to give· him· ma.Xima.J. 
means and' ol>l?<¥unity for' self-education; in pro)?ortion . 
as this is done, the task o.f the teacher will be lightened" 
. . . . . . . . . - ~. . 
Administrative practices.--Underlying all :provisions for 
- . . - . - . - - - -
a :pupil progress :policy there is one of two O.Pl?osing theories. 
. - -- . . . __ ... . . . . . ~ -. -
Caswell designates these two theories as the "grade standards" 
- - -· - -- ~ . . - -
theory'and the. "equalization of educational opportunity" theory. 
- . 
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.v·. 
Caswell has defined the "grade standards" theory in the 
following manner: 
"on·e theory· cf regulating :Progress has its origin 
in the graded system. As pointed out in the preceding 
chapter, the process of grading was originated as a. 
means of di viding··large gr(lups of pupils into smal'l 
"instru·ction groups which would be r·elatively homog'eh-
eo1is· in achi"E~v-ement. In. making thes·e grade divisions, 
standards wer·e· s·et up for ·each grade· and a l>U:pil was 
plac·e<I in a grade to whi.oh the teacher· believed his 
achievement, when coin:Pared with the grade stand-ard, · 
entitTed· him-.. This· procedure led directly to the· r·eten ... 
tion of" pupils" in a grade until the •teacher believed 
they had reached the standard for the grade., 11 
- • • y • • 
In defining the "equalization of educational opportunity" y 
theory, Caswell quotes from Mort: 
. - . ~ . 
11The schools ·or· ·a; d·emocracy should offer to each .. 
pupil" those uniqu·e· opJ:fortuni ties for acquiring skills • 
for· :practice in precise •thinking·f and for· ·grelwth in )to'Wer 
o·r ap:Prec·iation which are attainable by one o:f hi's in:..· 
t·eJ.J.igenoe.: This ideal requires that we adjust· our st·a.n ... 
daras to the ability of our pupils. Every pupil in the 
idea~ school system is. judged by the best which he can 
do abd not by the median performance of an unselected 
group." 
In 1933 Caswell made an extensive survey of seven states 
and thirty-seven cities on the status of nonpromotion. The 
. . ·-- . - . gj 
followin3~on_c~usions we;re reached: 
111 .. The rate· ·of non:Pro:rnotion in· different cities and 
states varies widely.-· The range ai>proximates two 
per cent to twenty per cent. 
1/Hollis L. "Caswell, Edu-cation in the Elementary School, 
American Book Company, New York, 1942, p. 251. 
. - . 
_g/J?aul· R. Mort, The "Individual· Pu;pir in the Management of" · ' · 
Class and School, .American Book Company, New York~. 192~, :P• 5. 
YHollis- L .. ·caswell, Non;pl'omotion in Elementary sc·hooJ:a·,-
:Nashville, Tenne·ssee·, Geor·ge Peabody' College for Teachers, 
Division of Surveys and Field Studies no-4; J?P• 24,25 .. 
The· _av_~r8.ft_e rate of non:promotion for all grades 
approxJ.matee ten per· cent. · 
~here appear to'be regional differences in the 
extent of the use of nonpromotion. 
llf 
Schools in the same systems differ widely in the 
ext·ent to which they em:Ploy non:Promotion, · the dif-
ference in rate being as high as thirty· per ceht. · 
The rate of nonpromoti·<iln is significantly higher in 
grade one than in other grades. · 
The rate of nonpromotion in B sections of grades 
tends to be· higlier ·than in A sections of grades·. 
The rat·e of nonpromotion for boys is higher than 
that for· girls. · 
In geher·al, the· amount ·of nonpromotion has been ·some~ 
what lowered during recent years .. · The major charaote:t--
istics of the l;>raotice, however,· as point·ed out more · 
than thirty· years ago, exist today in numerous schoo1.s. 
As these characteristics indicated a.n unsolved :Problem 
at that time, they suggest the persistence of the 
problem." 
Does nonpr_omotion actually benefit :p-upils? Evidence seems 
to show that few pupils benefit from nonpromotion. Some do 
~ ~ . . 
:Poorer work. Only a few actually do be~ter work, and these 
not nearly in proportion to the time spent in repeating the 
. 1/ 
grade. otto comments en this phase_ of n?npromotion: 
"It is now evident that practically all of the 
notions previously heTd about the value· of· non·promot·ion 
or the motivating value of the threat· of failure have · 
been exploded. out of a group of repeaters, about 20 per 
cent will do better than they did the pre·ce'ding term,· 
about 40 per c·ent will show no change, and about· ·40 per · 
cent will e.ctua.ll.y· ·do worse. If doubtful cases a.re divided 
in·to two grou);>s a);>propriatel.y matched· on essential items, 
and one group is promot·ed and the other· group is held 
back to ·reJ;>e·a.t the grade, several studies have ·snown that 
the achievement of the promoted group,- as· measured by 
standardized tests, is equal to or greater tha.b the 
achievement of the group held back. If the obj·ecti ve of 
the schooih is to promote the optimum educational devel-
opment of pupils, nonpromotion is not the way to get it .. " 
-lS 
The curriculum.--While administrative practices may affect 
individuals, they seldom affect all children. The curriculu~ 
affects all cbil~ren continu?uslyt and t~erefore, deserves 
serious thought and consideration in its relation to ~u~il 
~regress_- Many sc?-ool_:3_ ~:v:e set u~ _on :paper an ideal set of 
objectives, but have a curriculum setup which makes the ob~ 
- . 
jectives difficult to achieve .. The curriculum should be set 
- ·- " 
up to obtain the objectives which the school has accepted as 
- ~-~ 
its_ goal~. The ~o~t!ast bet~f3en_ the n_ew;;-pe and the old type 
of curriculum is stated by Lee and Lee: 
- . 
11Uritil the pr·es·ent ideas of education wer·e put int·o 
practice, the main purpose ·of teaching was virtually t'he 
memorizing of"'facts and acquiring of skills"by )?ractice 
an.d r·epeti tio:n .. The materi·als ·a.nd subj ect:-matter· were· 
prescribed--and the textbo"oks were provided .. Contrasted .. 
wi·t:n ·tJ:iis we find-modern education: not nearly so 'dij:•ectly 
concer:ne·d with facts and skills as· with the growth arid···-· 
. development of- the individual chi.ld. We want him t'o develop 
adequat·e· habits o:r study, abilities t~ find information 
he· desire·s,- to evaluate it and t·o use· it to· ·s-olve his·· 
own problems~ Materials and subj-ect-matter are left _partial-
ly to· the ·decision· of teachers· and pup3:ls working together 
s<f that they may take·- advantage of the si·tuati·on most· p:t-eg-
nant with :r;;iossibilities· at that particular time. Textb-ooks 
have··cnangea to-libraries carefully built up to· furnish-
valuable· materials· on particular ·subjects ·on a wid·e· ra.n.'ge··-
of level-s· so tba.t a.11· in the group mey find materials we'll. 
within their abilities from which they may contribute their 
share .... 
There must be continued( .o:Pportunities within the curriculum 
t'or. a.:.J:l children to meet reasonable success throughout their 
elementary school years. Pu:Pils should be in a group where 
i/Do-ris M .. - :Lee- and :r. Murrey Lee,- The Child and His .. Curriculum, 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Incorporated, New York, 1940, p. 94. 
com~etition does not become destructive. Arbitrary assignment 
. -· 
of curriculum to grades no longer has its :Place. If a pupil 
. .. . -
in the second grade did not complete his "so called" first 
-- ~ - -- .. 
grade work in reading, is it reasonable or sensible to start 
- ~ ... 
him on a us_o c~lled" second grade reading program leaving a. 
gap in his attainment of_ the necessary skills involved in 
reading? Confusion a.nd failure on the part of the pupil may, 
and in all probability~ will be the result. One should not 
blame the first grade teacher for not prop_erl!_ prep~:rin~. the 
child, or blame the child for· not meeting an arbitrary re-
quirement which in many cases is impossible for all children 
- - . -- - . 
to meet at the same time. The intelligent capable teacher 
will know her pupils well enough so that she can determine 
- -- ' . . 
the proper time at which certain phases of the curriculum 
should be introduced. This should be done in terms of pupils 
-- - -·- . . 
and not in terms of arbitrary grade levels. The importance 
. . - . 
of having a curriculum setup which allows continuous pro-
- ... .. ... . . . -· . y. 
gress and success cannot be overemphasized. Burnham in 
The Normal Mind says : 
ttThis stimulus of success i"s a:n·. essential condition. 
o'f normal development and menta.X health. Continued fail:.· 
ure 1 on: the other hand, is liable to develo:tf an unsoci'al 
attitude, the-shut-in J)ersonalityf and· to··plant ·the seeds, 
perhaps, of mental· disorder •• · •• 'The great and esse:ntia1. 
condition, if pupils are to· have success •••• rea.l success 
as the psychologist understands the· word ..... is the ·o:P-
portunity for doing things 1 for tasks worthwhile; pur-
poseful activity, selfactivity of the highest kind. With-
out opportunity for this, pupils cannot succeed." 
- . . - .. 
1/W.H.Burnham, The Normal Mind, D. Appleton-Century Company, 
New York, 1924, pp. 458, 460. 
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Progress plans and ;practices .. --Ma.ny different :plana a.nd. 
practices are being tried in an effort to reach acceptable 
solutions to some of the previously mentioned :problems. While 
. . . 
efforts at change have been directed largely toward the pr~~ 
mary grades, because_numerous inve~tigations have shown that 
th~ greate~t pe:rcenta_ge of :pu:pil failures occurred in th_o_se __ .... 
grades, plans have been :pro:posed ~nd tried at all grade l~vel_s. 
Although the plans have many variations, the following features 
are usually found: 
1. The :plans are geared to a recognition of individual 
differences. 
2. The :plans recognize that indit~riduals learn at differ-
ent rates .. 
3. The curriculum is usually set up in two ;parts; the 
common essentials such as reading and arithmetic, 
and groU:P and creative activities such as music 
and art. 
4. The common essentials are broken down into small 
individual units o:f achievement. 
5. The pupil progresses in the common essentials :from 
one unit o:f achievement to another at his own rate. 
Grade promotion or failure as such is done away with. 
The :pu;pil m~ move from one level of accomplishment 
to the next higher level at any time during the year. 
Social maturity is considered in moving £rom one 
grade to the next. 
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6. In group_ ~nd cre.ative acti.vities such as ~rt and 
musi_c, p~rt_ici;pation for all ohild.l:'ep. ia recogn_iz~d 
as de~irablef but ther~ is no set st~d~rd for al~. 
childr~n .. t_o mee_t. Social consciousness and the ~rge 
:to create. ~d .. 9-eyelop to the best of the ;pupil's 
abili t;v arer: "s.t-.r:.eea·ed .. 
The writer investigated many plans for ;pu;pil progress. The 
following quotations are taken from the bulletins, manuals, 
-- -
or books written on some of the outstanding_ pro~ess :Plans. 
They suggest reasons for starting the ~rogram, principle.s 
to be followed in setting up the program, and some of the 
features found in the various progress plans. 
11 
The Baltimore program.--The following suggests some of 
the influences which led the Baltimore schools to instigate 
a plan of continuous pu:pil progress:. 
"Three major influ·enoes have· served as the yeast· 
for this ·educational· ferment. They ·ar·e: ·first,. our grow-
ing know1.edge of human development f second, ·our eX);)ana::.: 
ing conceJ;>t of what constitutes a desirable educational 
program; ana-third, our concern over the unsa.tist'actory 
r·esults· of accepted--practice in classifying, grading, 
and advancing pupils. 
•. .. . . . ·-
As lias been ·aaid1 the first and perhaps· the most 
significant of t:ne· factors leading toward ·change is our 
emerg·ing and· increasing understanding of chil.-jrJ.growth 
and develo:pment. 
1/Ma.ry A. Adams, 11 Continu·ous Growth;' Baltimore Bulletin of 
Education, 1948, Baltimore, Maryland, Vol. 25-Nos. '7-8-
P:P• 258-260. 
.. 
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A second major influence in developing a concern fo:r 
c·ontinuous pupil progress is found in the eduoati:onal ·ob·;. 
jectives· una·e·r which the :Baltimore schools operate. Thes·e 
obj·e·ctives· are consii:;tent with our democratic :f'ai th which 
esteems· the- ·individual, whicK ·rests· for its suc·ceefs u:po:n 
a 'literate and informed citizenry t and which strives· ·for 
the improvement of group living through achieving effec~ 
tive human relationships. . 
. ·- - -
The ineffectual and sometimes damaging· results o:f' 
existing metboc.ts o·f classifying, groupin·g, and promoting 
children have led e·ducators to· see the need for a change ... · 
Teachet•s have long been familiar wi-th the records· o:f'- pul;lils. 
who continue to show :poor or deficient ·r-atings, i·n spite 
o:F numer·ouf( non-promotions; They have seen too man:i chil·.;. 
dr·en made ashamed in the· eyes of the-ir classmate's because· · 
they were not- able to «pass" with .them. They· hav·e withes·sed 
too many· instances of children· so gre·atJ.y overage· becaus'e 
of retardation as to be misfits in their interests--and in 
t}leir social re_J.ationships with_ th~ir fell_?w:-~:UPil~." 
The Milwaukee ;program.--Ten y.ea.rs ·ago ~l~a:ti:kee ___ starte.tl: a 
•. 2 .. • • . - - •. /- . y . . .. 
primary progress plan. Florence,ielly in the December, 1951, 
. . .. - ~ - .. -~ ... 
issue of the ~.E.A. J"o~rnal suggests from their e:x:peri~nces 
five principles to. be_ followe(l _in setting up the program_: 
"1. Orient ·teache-rs· and parents first. Explain progra.m 
and have it accepted. 
2. Initiate ·the I>r·ogram. with groups of children c·oming 
from kindergarten. Let it progress to higher levels 
with tnem. It is· unwise a.hd confusing to ungrade 
children who have been graded. 
3 .. st·art' the :program in ohe school for at least one year. 
Then add others gradually~ _ 
4. Continue the :Parent program ·ror·parents of each new 
gr·ou:P coming f~r;):m kindergarten and :for those new to 
the neighborhood. 
5. Have :periodic me·etings for teacher·s and parents of 
children who have b_een on the primary plan." 
1/Florenc·e· -c. Ke~ley, · "Ungrade~ J?rimary. Sc~o-ols Make the 
in Milwaukee 1-n Nation-al EducatJ.on AssocJ.a.tJ.on J"ournalt 
(December, 1951} p. 15. 
Grade 
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The Winnetka plan .. --The Winnetka plan was d_evel_o~ed by 
Fred~ric_L._ Burk in the training school of the San ~ancisco 
.State Teachers College in 1913. Although certain features 
were· accepted by school systems in various parts of the coun• 
·- . 
try, it was not until nearly a decade later that the plan 
reached a h:igh deg_r~_e of development. Under- the direction of 
Superintendent, Carleton W .. Washburne, in the schools of 
- ~ . . -
Winnetka, Illinois the plan reached a high degree of devel~ 
- . - . . - . . . y 
o:pment and con~equently_ acquired the name of Winnetka_ plan,. 
The plan in its essential elements consists of the following: 
tt:Progress in the connnon essentials i.s strictly in-
dividual. Each child progresses -thr·ough each uni·t of · 
work at his o\m rate. He stays on one unit of the work 
until he masters it and then goes on to-the next. The 
time required by the child to finish each particular 
unit of any of the c·onnnon essentials varies greatly. 
The units of work are distinctly units of achievement, 
not ubi ts of time· •••• The general teclmique by which 
this individual progress is brought abouto~pbtdsts of (a) breaking up the common essentials curriculum into 
very definite units of achievement; (h) using complete 
diagnostic tests to determine whether a child has mas-
tered each of these units, and if not just where his 
difficult-ies lie;· and (c) the full use of self-instructive 
self-corrective materials." 
Thw plan is characterized-by two distinct features. One is 
the required mastery of certain common essentials in fundamen-
tal subjects as reading, at the individual's own rate o~ pro-
gress. The other is a recognition that there are group and 
and creative activities which are highly desirable, but which 
yc. w. Washburne, J'abel Vogel, and W. S. Gray, A Survey o:r th~ 
Winnetka Public Schools, Public S-chool Publishing Company, 
Bloomington, Illinois, 1926, :P• 15. 
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should require no set standards of achievement. 
The Cleveland :plan.--In 1942 the Cleveland Public 
Schools_ in_s_t~ tuted a progress plan know;n as uThe _Clev_elan:d 
Child Progress Plan~ After preliminary experimentation the 
- - ~ . . . . 
plan reached a'high degree of development. Cleveland's 
... . ... y··· ..... 
progress plan is explained in some detail as follows: 
. . .. 
"The nattie·of the ·plan of instruction-in the Clevela.hd 
Public Scho.ols is r The· Child Progress Plan r·. It in'clune·a 
leve·ls of' progress. The term 'level' is· used to indicate 
a step or unit of progress, In the primary unit children .. 
do not advance by· grades. Each child working with a group 
of children of more or less equal ability, progre·sses at 
hi's own rate. He moves f6rm level to leve1. when he shows .. · 
that he has successfully mastered the materials and skills 
of that lev·el. Then· he is re·ad.y to J;>rogress to the next 
level,· regardless· of the time of year. No child fails or 
repeats a semester's work. 11 
-. . .. 
The pamphlet goes on to explain why they feel some children 
. . y' 
require more time than others: 
nsince-childreri differ mentally,· they progress at 
different rates. Also, the rate of progress depends u~on 
such factors· as: :Difficulty of' material, regularity of 
attendance,· emotional dis·turbanc·e at home or school, 
and the pJJ.ysical condition of· tlie chiJ:d;· The time r·e~ 
quired-for· the completion of a level· depends upon the 
needs and ability 6f the child, and also upon ·the re-
qufrm:ents· of that level. For these rea·eons, the tot·a.l 
time required for·tn.e completion of all primary levels 
will not be the same for all children." 
. -
The following explains the organization of the primary unit 
. -· . - 21 
in the Cleveland plan: 
. . . 
1/Board· of Education, A Guide to Cleveland's Child Progress 
Plan, Pamphlet, 1949, Cleveland, Ohio, P• 2. 
--
y'Ibid,, P• 4 • 
.;/Ibid., p, 5, 
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"In the 'Child Progress Plan' a child progresses 
step by step in a natural; orderly 1 ana systematic 
manner. Instead· of the traditional organi·z·atiun ·a:r · 
kindergarten, grades 1, ·· 2, and 3, there are ·26 J:evels 
in reading and 14 levels in ari tlrine.tic .. - Achievement 
t·ests have been ·provided- to indicate· the degre·e of - · ·· 
mastery. In the reading· program these tests are levels 
3, 9, 13, 17, 2li and 25 • .Arithmetic tests follaw·a:r:ith ... 
rn:etic levels 2; 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, and 1.3-. A child- pro=..·-
g:r:esses "f'roin ·one· level to the next whenever he has mas ... ·· 
ter·ed the mate:r:i·al~ Since there are no failures, n:o· child 
repaa"t·s agrade- or a semester. However, s·ome children · 
require a: lorigei· period of time than others to complete 
the primq.ry lev19ls. u . 
In ~h~ plan as has ?ee~ shown, th~ curri~ulum was organi~ed 
on levels.rather than grades in the primary unit. They in-
- - - - . - y' 
dicate their _r_eas_ons ~or doing so as follows: 
ttNo failure or repetition. 
No tim:e limit on the completi.on of ·aey one level .. 
More frequ-ent ·recognition of achievement. 
Child progresses when he is rea~. He does not wait 
until the end of a semester. · -
Child progresses ·acc6rding to his needs and- ability. 
Child g·a:ins confidence through a sense 6f mastery. 
Child derives satisfaction through progress. 
Child knows his goals." 
In order that parents of chi~dren entering the Cleveland 
system for the first time may have _an approximate idea ~f 
what grade the pupil is in they have set up the following 
- .. y 
level equivalents: 
"While there are· no grades in the primary di vi si·on·; 
the folloWing outline may help p·arents ·to mealiure their 
Child's progress. :Because children differ so greatly, 
this outline can be only approximate. 
1(Ibi_d., p. 6, 
,Y.Ibid., p. 8 .. 
-.A;pproximate Level Equivalents, .. 
Years in School 
Reading 
Levels 
Kihdergar·t en 
First Year· 
Sec·ond Ye·ar 
Third Year 
(and- Fourth if 
*Level 1 
Enrichment 
necessary) 
2-9 
10-17 
18-25 
26 
Ari.thinetic 
Levels 
1-2 
3-6 
7-10 
11-14 
26 
· *Re·ading ·""l·evels in the· kindergarten ana· level·s- 2 
and· 3 ·are ·concerned with preparation for reading, not 
with readin~ in t~e. technical sense .. 
· A chilCi ·o:r average ahili ty· will complete- the ab·ove 
levels in three to· three and ·a half year·s ·abo·ve kinder:. · 
garten .. Some children may require four or even· :f'ive years 
in_ ~ddi_tion t~ kinder_garten to complete this :primary · 
assJ.gnment. Only children· who make ra:pid :progress will 
read the books on Level 26. 11 
- - -- - . " ' -
The_ Gloucester :progra.:m.--In 1949 a ];)rogram_o:r pu:pil p~o­
gress was started_ in _the _public schools o:f' Gloucester,_ Ma.s.s. 
similar to that of the Cleveland Public Schools. During ~he 
summer of 1949 a teacher workshop develo:ped curriculum mat-
erials to aid in setting up Gloucester's :Progress :plan. The 
" ... , 
following quoted material is from a bulletin of the Gloucester 
- - - . --
school system which was written by those participating in the y 
workshop: . 
"The reading program is organized so as to insure 
continuous pupil pr·ogress :For every child who works to·· 
the· best o·:r his ablli ty *-For most· pu;pil·s the· work ·should 
be com:plet·ed "in three years~ but ·:r-or the· slow-learning 
:pupiJ:s four or mo-re years· may be neuessary. ~he J}rogress, 
however,: for these four or more years· will" be continuous~ 
and there will be no r_e:pe:f;_i tio_n o"!_ the w:o.rk of _an:y ;teyel. 
yworksho;p Cormni ttee·,· The Primary Progress ·plan, curriculum --
:Bull·etin,- 1949, Number 7, Gloucester Public Schools, Gloucester, 
Massachusetts, P• 1. 
'It ·is n·ecess·ary to kee:p in mind that many :f'aotors influ ... 
enoe tne rate of a child"' s growth and progre·as·: soo'ial· · 
adju-stment, emotional stabilitYt and pllysical and mental 
maturity.·· · · · · · · · · 
·It is impo'rtaht that each cbild be aware of-his· own 
goals. so· that be may· gain confidence and satis'fac'tion 
through a sense of mastery and prog:t•e·ss· .. The Primary -
Progress Plan· :provides· for pupil awareness of g·oals''ii:i 
reading by means of the individual progress charts kept 
by each child. 
This plan also should help to eliminate a sense of 
failure or JBepeti tion, ·since there ·is no ·time limit· ·on· the 
completion of ·any one level 1 and the content of no level 
will be repeated. 
·The reading leve~s are set u·p in terms· of the basal 
texts. There ar~.!our.:teen. of thes.e levels as follows: 
Basa~ Program in Reading 
(for all children) 
Level 1- Readiness 
LeveJ. 2 ... vo·cabulary Development 
~~vel 3 - Pre-~rimer I 
Level ·4 - Pre-·p·rimer +I 
Level 5 - Primer I 
LeveJ. 6 - Primer II 
Level 7 - First Reader I 
Level 8 - Fii•st Reader II 
Level 9·- Readiness II 
Level 10- Second Reader I 
Level 11- Second Reader II 
Level 12- Readiness 'III 
Level 13- Third Reader I 
Level 14- Third Reader II 
The supplementary readers are assigned to the ~ev~ls 
prino·i:pally o·n· the basis of the vocabulary load; they may 
be used fo:r.• teaching purposes, as well as for extra inde-
pendent reading. 
EnricltmEmt· activities are intended for all levels 
and for both the slow-moving and the Taster-moving groups. 
The enrichment· :Program is baaed upon a less carefully · 
controlled vocabulary, a broader field of interest, and 
a wider variety of activities .. " 
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The plan of ~gress in arithmetic is also set up in levels6 
'·•· .. . v 
The bulletin er~lains the plan of progress in arithmetic: 
.. · "The ari tlnnetic program for the :f'irst three· years 
is· als6 divided into· a. series ·o:r levels. Tlie charts 
pre·seilted in ·the fol"lowing pages· outline the content 
of each of these levels·under the following main head-
ings: Counting·; Understanding of· Numbers, Rea-ding and" 
Writing Numbers, Additi·on, SUbtraction, :Mlllt.iplic·ation, 
DiYi-sion·, Frac"ti·onal Parts, Graphs, Nstima.ting, Meas-
urement and Denominate Numbers, Problem Solving. 
... As in the c·ase of the ·reading levels, the child rs 
expect-ed to ·;pr·oceed from one arithmetic level t·o the ne:x:t 
wben he is ready t6 do so. There··m.ll be no rei>etit-io:tf of 
level's·.- Mo·st children ·should complete the fifteen levels 
in three years, but more time may be reqU:ire'd for· some · · 
pupils. Each. child will have a copy of the aritJ:nnetic chart, 
on which a record will be ke:Pt of his individual progress. 
- .. . . - - . . 
Buggestio.ns for· enriclnnent are inoJ.uded at interval·s 
on the chart. These ·enrichment activities should be a pa.rt 
of the work of all levels." 
The Dalton :plan,--One feature of this plan, as in some of 
. -
the others, is the division of the subjects into two groups~ 
. . . 
One gr_oup is the __ ~~ad~~o sub~ects, !W-d tl:e ~t?~:r grou:P t~~­
physio~l~ emotional, and social subjects.,_The ~cadem~c wo~k 
is laid out in units and the pupil works at the subject of 
~· . -
his choice in a laboratory. There are regular checks of pro-
.. - . - -
gress_, but_ the pupil e~E:lroise~ a great deal of fre_edo~ ~:f' 
choice. The pupil progresses at his own rate. Subjects such 
-- - - .. ,. . ~ - . . .. 
as music and :plzy'sical education may be taught on the basis 
o:f' grou:p instruction. Helen Parkhurst, the founder of the 
y~., p .. 19. 
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Dalton ~lan1describes the ~lan in o~eration: 11 
· · · "----, it is evident that· the· Dalton Laooratory· Plan 
exacts the establishment of' laboratories,· oile for· each 
subject_ in the· curriculum, though with a. small- t·ea:ching 
staff' two subjects may· be stud1ed in a single laboratoryw 
A specialist in· ·that particular subject, or· subjects, 
should oe· in charge· of each laboratory whose· relatlon to 
the scheme I will deal with later on. For the mo~ent I 
want to emphasize the ~oint that these laboratories are 
the :places where the children experiment-----where they 
are free to work on their jobs,----" 
Few schools have used the ~_?-an below grade_ fo:ur 1 feeling that 
children below that grade level, were not able to exercise . 
f'reedo~ _of' choice wis_ely __ enough.- In the United States it has 
been used to good advantage in the high schools of' several 
-·· - -
large cities. Schools in Engl~d eX);>er~mented :w1 th th_e plan ... 
in collaboration with Helen Parkhurst and the plan reached ~ 
high degrse of' development there. The idea as a whole has 
- - . .. 
been more widely accepted in Europe than here. 
. . 
Evalua~ing :pu;Pil :progress.---Several suggestions are given 
by Elsbree and ~Nally as to methods of stu~ing :pupil ~regress 
. .. . .. .. y 
in a schoo~. One procedure is suggested as follows: 
- • r •- •• 
none procedure· which· c·a.n be carr·ied: put· with :pro·f'i t 
is tne conduct of .age-grade and grade-:progress studies 
in the ·school.. Some schools already make· this standard 
:practice yearly. The study simply involves pTotting some-
what gra:Phically tlie ages of tbe children in each grade 
in the school, so as to indicate clearly the exte·nt of 
overageneaa· and underageness for grade, and the years· in 
school' :for all :Pupils, and :for boys and girls s·e:parately • 
.A valuable com:pani_on study is to determi~e percentage of' 
1/Eelen J?a.rkhurst, :Educati~n ·on the Dalton Plan, E.P.Dutton, 
and Com:pany, New Y:ork, 1922_,_ P• 39. ' - . . . . - ·- -· -
~Willard s. Elsbree, ·and Harold :r. McNally,, Elementary School 
Administration a.nd Supervision, American Book Com:pany, New 
York, 1951, P• 155. 
-so 
non-~romotion by grade and by sex over a ten year ~eriod, 
to note any trends or interesti!-lg ;patterns." 
Another su~gested procedure is to examine the records of ;pu~ils 
who have fail~d in the p~st and to attempt to analyze thei~ 
reasons for failure. These may be broken down into categories 
. .. ~ .. , 
and m~ point the way to elimination of many causes of failu~e. 
Several kinds of records m~ shed light on the ~roblem. Achieve-
ment test results, cumulative record folders, anecdotal reco~ds, 
intelligence ~eat_ results, and report cards for past ~d ~resent 
years upon examination shoufud suggest possible reasons for 
.. . . . . . . 11 . 
pupil failure. Elsbree and McNally suggest other studies 
should be made than those of academic progress to determine 
possible sources of difficulty: 
11 Stuey· of their home backgrounds, relationshi;ps with 
their companions, the pattern of their play e~erienoes, 
of their personality ana intelligence pattern, and of 
their· ;problems, ·:rears,· and interests; usually indicates 
clearly to teachers that non-:promotion is not the solution 
to·the problems these children are facing." y . --
Burton in discussing the measurement of learning outcomes 
distinguishes between quant~ta.tive and _qua.li~ative m~asurement 
of outcomes. Re suggests that perhaps qualitative measurement 
. .. 
evaluates the more important outcomes of learning: 
"The term measurement usually refers to the use of 
objective tests ·or instruments of :precision which yiE~J.d 
quantitative data. These precise,. quant·itative data· are 
direct measures of the pupil's achievement in fact-·and 
skill learnings or in rote mastery of subject matter." 
:VIbid., P• 158.-
g/William R. ~urton, The Guidance of Learning Activities, 
D. Appleton-Century Comp~, New York, 1944, p. 413. 
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ni'he term evaluation usually refers to the use o£ 
behavior recoras, inventories, scales, or check l±sts 
which yield descriptive, qualitative data •. These quali· 
tative data; form the basis for judgements about the 
pupil's acquisition of the more general, more subtle, 
a.nd more important outcomes .. 11 
The writer would suggest that both quantitative and qualitative 
measures of progress should be used-in any stu~ of pupil ~ro~ 
gress. 
Summary of-suggestions from authorities.--It can readily 
be seen from the writer's investigation of the literat~e oh 
pupil progress and various plans of progress, that. pupil pro-
- -
gress cannot be dealt with apart from its related setting. 
The philosophy of the school, an understanding of child growth 
and development, administrative practices, the curriculum, 
- -
the recording and reporting of pupil progress, and the eval~ 
- - -
uation of pupil progress are all areas which should be con-
sidered in any reorganization of the pre!3ent PU:Pil progress 
policy in Millis. The writer believes that an acceptable 
definition of pu:Pil :Progress is one that concerns itself 
with the total develo:Pment of the individual as he pro-
greases through school. This means then, that there must 
be changes in many_ar~as of the school program. Chang~ by 
administrative edict alone would bring on~ superficial y 
change. The writer believes as does Burton that the 
community must be carried along with any change: 
yWilliam l!.:Surton, o;p._ cit., p .. 234. 
"The community must be carried along with the ,Pl:"ogram 
since.it is fundamental that parents be informed, unde1" .. 
stand the.new, and believe that they are fu~ly in the 
confidence of the school lea.'dershi:p. Finally, the new 
curriculum and methods should be introduced gradually 
through tryouts here and there, with replanning in the 
light of these tryouts. Final introduction of the new 
on a system-wide basis should come when all have had 
opportunity to inform themselves, to observe, to try 
out under sym:pathetio su:pervision. 11 
~~lis needs an investigation of its present :pu:pil progress 
policy and the effect it_ is having upon the pupils. As the 
writer pointed out in chapter one, this had not been done 
within the memory of a~ teacher now teaching in kindergarten 
or the first six grades. On~ then can it decide whether the 
present policy is a justifiable policy in the light of newer 
practices and plans described by the writer. 
CRA:P~ III. 
STUDY OF PUPIL J?ROGBESS IN :MILLIS 
. 1. _Past PUpi~ Prog:ress Poli.cy 
The a:pproacD:.--The_ ~-i~.e~~. _ ~aving. _st~~-e-~. th_e_ .:rt~~s of 
a.uthori ties ~~- _a.r~.a~- ~f _ ~~~ea.reh in ~~e- :r~el~, ~d- ~y~n¢_ , . 
~n:v:e~tiga.ted some newer pra.c~i.ces in r_~ga.rd t_~ :PU_J?il pro~:r.e~~ 
J?la.ne,. turned to an investigation of the situation in :Millis. 
- . . - ~ . - . - . -- .. ~ . ... - . .,. 
Initially~ the writer's pur']?ose was to determine what the 
.. - .. •· -· ~-. ... ... - ~- - .. - . . . ... .. ....... .. 
pupil :progress ']?c)licy, as understood by the teachers in kind-
- ·- ~ .. - . -. . ., -- - -
erga_rt~':l _throng?_ g~ad~ ~-~x,, I:aEl_ bee~ if!: t)h_e_ pa:st. ??hi~ "!".a~._.· 
to be done by mea.ns of an _i?q~-~!. '?!_ th~ :t_ea:c!J.ers_ a'!i_ ~. t~!L~h­
ers meeting. The writer then :pro:pOJsed to determine what had 
. -. .. - . -·- . - .. . . . - - - ... . . .. . .. ... 
been _the e?ti>e~ien~e of p~ils in kindergar~en tbrough ~.ra_~~­
six in relation to this progress policy from 1940 to the pre-
- . . -·- .. _ ..... - - . -. - - ........ •·. _ ... 
sent •. Fina.ll;v t the ~iter J;?ropco;_sed __ t~ ex~~ e. ~he :rec?:rds !J'! 
~~:P~_ls failing to mak_e no~ma~- :p~~gress to d~~-e~i:ne __ :P!JS~i ?~e 
causes for this happening. JIOrinal progress for a :pu:pil will 
-· • ' ·- •• •• • -- - -·- ·- -- • - • - ~ .. •• - -- ~ - 11• '• 
be assumed, for !)ur:poses of this study, to mean a child ~o 
advances one grade for each ~ear of chronological age. The 
. ·- - -
data. will be tabulated to show :pmssible areas of difficulty 
in :rel~_t_i_on: _to :Pr?~.e~s. R~commendat_?.~n~ _w?-;Ll be made in the 
final chapter to overcome ~fficulties found. 
Limitations.--While the writer has included all children 
- . ') ·- -- -. ""·. '" 
now in the Jlfillis Cons~l~d_at_ed School within :tD:e ~-o?p_e_ o'! t_he 
s_tu~! the writer is concerned only· with their eX1,1erience in 
- . - ·- . .. ~ - - - .. . . . - ~ - .. - - . .. 
regard to ~regress in kindergarten through grade six. This 
- - .. - -- - - - - . - . . - - .. - - . - ... ·- .,. -
was done ·for two reasons. The :first reason was to broaden the 
scope of the -~~ud;v ~o _o_o-:te~- t_h_e e~eri_ence in relation to pro-
··----
gress of ~~~i~s-~~ kinder~a!ten ~~~~g? g~ade six ever a_twel~ 
year :pe:r~od •. Se_cond, the ::-_ea:'_on_ experience _i~. _relatio~- ~o ;.t?t'O-
gress was limited to kindergarten through grade six, was that 
.. -- - -- - -- - - - ... .- _,, 
grades beyond grade six are not within the jurisdiction of the 
- . - - -- .. . -- . . -. - - - .. 
writer. No recommendations :for change could :properly be made 
- -· -. - - - .. . . . . . ......... _ .. 
by the writer for grades beyond grade si~. The writer is also 
- . . . -- -' - - ..... - ... . .. .. --- . 
limited in the tabulation of data by that which is found avail-
. . - . - ' . - - - . -. ~ ... . - . - . .. ...... 
ab_J._e, J:?relim?-:n.ar;v inyestigation_ o'! the :re~o:r~_s _showed tha~~ !tl~ny 
were not complete~ or that information available was not ~e~w 
tinent to the study. 
Organization o~ the Millis Consolidated School.--An un~~r­
st~n_d:i~. o:f tJ:i_e orga.n?-z~tion of the school will facilitate in-
t~r:P~~t~ti~n. o~ the data t~_ ~o_ll~w_. T?~ ~llis Conso_J-~d:a.~ed 
School consis,ts of kindergarten and grt:tdes one to twelve. It 
... - .... .' 
is organized on a ?-2-4 basis. Grades seven and eight are class~ 
. --
if~~d ~s junior high school, with grades_ nin.e t~ough ~~_e_l'!"~ .. 
classified as high school. Grades seven and eight are somewhat 
- •· - •• - - .. -·..- -- ,..__ -·-·· - ·-·-·-• .. -.,. .... r.~, r 
departmentalized with no departme~t~li~ation_ ?e_l~w gr9:de s~y_en .. 
Until A~ril of 1951, the high school :Principal had supervised 
·-
/' 
.. '' -·· 
a~~ grades, kindergarten through high schoo~. In A~ril of 1951 
t;tte ~~ ter be_o~_e. su:Pervising princi~_a.l _for_ ~~ll:de~garte~. :tfll'ottgh 
~ade_ six.. The faculty ~-o~s~st_s (!);f twelve te~chers in gra.des 
o_ne through six ~d kin(ier~a.rtenJ; _and ten teache:rs in g~_a.C~:es 
_s_eyen_ tbr~ugh: twe_lve. O:f the ~we_lv_e_ teachers in_l~in~_e!g_a;:t~~. 
and ~r~d~s one _tM,_oug_h s.ix,- there a.re two who have had no l>1"e ... 
vious teaching e~erienoe in ~liis or elsewhere. 
.. . - . -... . . ~ . . . - . . 
Inguir;v of_. ~ea._cher_s. --on t.~e ~resent cu:m.ulati ve re·oord 
folder e:f each elementary- school child., there is found one of 
'. . -- ·- . . - - .. ... - . -
the following notations after each grade level designation: 
. .. .. - ., - . .. 
1.. ProlD:oted 2. Transf~rre_d :3., 9n __ T~ial 4_ •. R_etai~_ed:_., .. T~e- in_q~_i!;r 
consisted o:f asking the ten teachers in kindergarten and grades 
• - • • - w - -- v. •• • • - ~ - --
one through si::x:, who h!ld ;pre:viously_ taught _in ~_llis, __ to defi!':e 
~riefly the ~receding four ter.ms. Two teachers being new to the 
- . . .. ' ... ·- - ... . . ... . 
system were eliminated. The ten teachers_ wer_e asked_ to def~:ne 
each of the four terms on the basis of :Past decisions which 
. - .· . 
th~;r. had. made. ~Y. doing tp.~~ i~ ~?-t;n~ '?~ a mimeog:r~ph:ed ~o~~ 
th~re ~s nc:J __ op:go_rtuni ty f_or ~omparison ~·r _di_sc~s_aion until th_e 
teacher had written down her answer. This gave a purely indi vi d-
. - . 
ual reaction to the inquiry- which~ for the :pur:pose of this 
- . -·· 
study, seemed valuable ... 
·- - - -
Results of the inquir.:y .. :-:--~ere_ ~eneral __ ag~e_e~ent was 
found on the inquir_y-,_ t~e- r~sults were sunnnari~e~; ~?e:re .. ~he 
range was great, the answers were re:p_o:rte~. _i~. _s?m_e __ de~ail.~ . __ . 
- - - .. . -
On the first three terms; :promoted~ transferred~ and on trialt 
.... 
general agreement was fou~d_. _ _o_n the :fourth term, retained,, ~o:n­
siderable divergence was a~~arent. Because of this, the f'i~~t 
three items were summarized and the fourth reported in some de-
tail. 
. . 
npromotedrt--generally agreed to mean a :pu.~il who had sat-
isfactorily completed the work for that grade. He had met the 
grade standard. 
"Tra.nsferred"--generally accepted to mean a child of low 
me~t~l ~b_il_ity who_ ha._s_ :not met the g_ra~e _st~dard_, but fo1' 
social and emotional reasons would be a :Problem if retained.. 
.. .. . - . ~ ~ . 
"On tria.l"--generally understood to mean a child of aver .. 
age ability or better who because of illness could not meet 
the grade standard. When there was definite knowledge that 
tfJ.e :pup~l- ~.ould be ~utored d~ring tD:e s_ummer, the :PUI>i:Z. cou;t?-
be :put ahead 11 ontrial'' in June._ In Se_J?tember, the l?Ul?il cou~d .. _ 
take an examination to see if he could then meet the grade stan-
dard. If he did so, he was permanently promoted. If he did not 
meet the grade standard, he was retained in the grade of the 
• • ., • r ·- ' • - .. • • • 
:previous year. Also mentioned was a child transferred from 
a.?ot_b:er _s_chool. _In this_c~~_e, it yva.s ~entione?-, that _the te~c~er, 
or teachers concerned, wished more time to observe the pu:pil's 
- .. ' • • • -· ... - • ' - • - L - - -"-
~er:f'or.mance before making a final decision, as to promotion. 
•• - •• • _. .o • .,. • r • • • - • • -
"Retained"·-no general agreement found. :Because of the 
- - - . - - -. .. .. - -
diversity of answers given as reasons for retention of a pu:pi;:t., 
- -- .. . - - . - . - .... .. . . - - . . ~ . 
the ten answers are given in some detail in the following :par-
a.gra~h. 
.. 
3'7 
.. ~ ... .. . 
The ten answers seemed to fall naturally into three class~ 
. . . 
ifioations: the slow and immature learne~, the learner of low 
~ . . . . . .. . 
achievement and high ability,. and the learner who the teachel'l:l 
... 
felt would ~rofit by ret~ntion. The following answers were tak* 
. . . 
en directly from the inquiry sheets indicating different ty~es 
of ~upils retained. 
A. Ixmnature and slow learners. 
~. Too immature to read--grade one. 
. ~ - . - - - . 
-· 
2. Slow learners--low mental ability. 
3. Immature--slow learner. 
B. High ability, but low achievement learners. 
4. Ability present--achievement low. 
5. A child who can be held accountable for new learnings 
and im~roved study ha.bi ts. 
6. ~w in reading and arithmetic achievement--physically, 
and socially immature--I.Q. indicated better work rossible. 
7. Low in achievement. 
c. Learners who would profit by retention. 
8. A child who would get a good foundation by review and drill. 
9. Only those I was sure would profit by retention. 
D. No answer. 
10. One pa~er had no answer given. 
The inquiry of teachers involved seemed to show general 
- . - -- -.- --· ... 
agreement on the three items: "Promotedtt-"Transf'erred11 -and. 
11 Qn Trial 11 • On item number four-"Retained 11- there was considerabe 
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_ diversity of o~inion as to what the basis had been for reten-
tion of a pupil. The words or phrases, slow learners, immature~ 
or not working up to capacity we!e frequently me~tion~d in 
the answers give~ .. No di_s~_in_c~~on_ seemed_ to be made between 
an immature and a slow learner~ While only two teachers men-
- -
tioned children they felt would profit by retention, the oth .. 
- -
ers implied this by mentioning pupils who were not working u~ 
. - . - . . "',.. 
:to capacity. No teacher men:tioned how :far bel_ow the_ g;rade ~ta.n­
dard·a pupil had __ to go in o~der to be r_etai!Je~ .. No specif~c. 
beha.vlor _ tra.i ts were _menti~ned to aid in classifying_ a l>U:P_il as 
immature. While the results of the inquiry show_ed :P?-~i_ls were 
retained b_eca.use_ they ~ere sl9w learners, or the teacher felt 
they we~e not workin~ up_ to capacity,. the teachers did not me~ .. 
tion a _spec~fic a.m_ount of' work to be acc~plished by _the_ pup~l 
in their grade. Further inquiry of the teachers in the primary 
grades was made to determine if there was any specific quant_i_t;y-
of work a pupil had to acc~mplish in grades one~ two, and three 
to be promoted. There was agreement among the teachers on the 
. .. ·-
following standards for promatiGJ·n to be met., 
1. From Grade One to Grade Two--Read fluently and with 
understanding in the third preprimer. 
2. From Grade Two to Grade Three--Read fluently and with 
under~ta.nding in the second reader for readiness, plus 
one half the arithmetic prescribed for that grade. 
--
' \ 
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3. From Grade Three to Grade Four--Read fluently and 
with understanding in the readiness third reader, plus 
- -
one hal~ t~e a~itbmetic_ pre_sc_ribed for that_ grade. 
This then was the teachers' understanding of the pupil pro* 
gress policy as it_ ha_d_ oRerated in past years. 
2. Pupil Progress from Entrance through Grade 
Six of Pupils Now Found in the ~llis Con-
·- . 
solidated School 
Per cent of pupils now in high school who entered grade 
one in Millis.--By checking grade one registers for the years, 
1940-1943, against the present high school enrollment lists, 
. . . ·, 
the ;p~rcenta.ge of_ pupils,_ now in grades ni_ne through tw~l'V'e~ 
who had made normal ;progress from grade one in Millis to those 
.... 
grades was found out. If pupils were not found on the present 
high school lists, one of two possibilities exist_ed_; they had. 
either left the school system, or they had been retarded. Those 
pupils who had left school for various reasons did not concern 
the present study of the writer. The pupils who had made normal 
• . - • . -- . • *- • ~ --
progress from grade in Millis to the present high school grades 
•· . -- - - . . 
were located. Table'l shows the per cent of pupils who entered 
grade o_n_e in ~llis and were now foun~ on the pres_e_nt_ high 
school enrollment lists. In order to determine if remaining 
pupils in grades nine through twelve had been retarded in 
- . . .,. . 
Millis below grade seven, an examination of their c~ulative 
record cards was necessary. 
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Table 1., Pupils Who Entered Grade· One irf M:ill.is and 
Axe Now Fdund·- on Righ School Enrollment 
Lists, Expressed in Percentages 
. . .. . . 
-- Entered 1943 Entered 1942 En:tereEl 1941 Entered 1940 
Pupils Per cent now Per cent now Per cent now Per cent now 
- · in - . in· . i:n - .. in -
grade nine grade ten ~rade·eleven ~rade· twelve 
~ 1) (2) ( 3) ( 4) (5) 
.. 
.... 
Boys .. . 27 43 "30 38 
Girls 42 43 57 47 
Total 34 43 42 43 
. 
Table 1 should be read as follows: Thirty-eight ~er cent 
. - . ~ 
0~ the boys who entered grade one in Millis in 1940 are now 
found on the grade twelve enrollment list. 
It is interesting to note, in relation to Table 1, that 
less than fifty :per cent of the :pupils who had ent_ered grade 
one during the years, 1940-1943, had progressed steadily to 
. . . ~ ~. - - . 
their :present position in high school. One of two possibilities 
~ .. . . - .,_ .. 
existed for those remaining: (1) a large percentage of pupils 
. . - .. 
entering during those years had left school, or (2) a large 
percentage of these pupils had been retained at some point in 
their progress through the lower grades. 
Location of retained pnpi J s. --~~ ~i t.er then _at~~~:p_tted 
to locate those pupils now in school who had been retained 
at some grade below grade seven. This was done by an examin-
ation of the cumulative record folders and white "Life" cards 
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o:f' all pu:pils now in school,.. exclusive o:f' those shown in 
. . - . - . -
Table 1. Pupils in Table 1 could be elimdnated, because 
they ~ad_ :pro_gr_ess_ed one grade :for each year o:f' chronolo~~ ... 
cal age since entering grade one in Millis. on the cumula-
tive record :folder o:f' ea.ch pupil retained at any grade le"'rel 
.. . - . '. . .. .. . 
there was the notation -- ttReta.ined". The writer eliminated 
all :pupils retained above grade six~ as these did ~~t. con~ 
cern the present study, Table 2 shows the present location 
- .. . . . . . . . 
tO:f' pupils who had be en retained in any grade below grade 
seven in Millis. 
Table 2. Present Location, by Grades·, o:f' 
J?U:pi ls Who Had· Been Retaine·d in 
Some Grade Below Grade Seven 
Present c Pu.1: ils Retained 
Loc(iton ·Bo:vs Girls Total (21 ( 3) .J.4) 
. . . 
a:r·ade one •• .,., 1 0 1 
Grl:fde two ..... 3 0 3 
Grade thr·ee .. ,. 2 0 2 
Grade :four •• , 6 1 ? 
Grad·e five.,,. 2 1 3 
Gra-de efix •• ., ,. 2 2 :4 
Graue seven.~ 3 2 5 
Gra;de eignt ~. 4 0 4 
Gra:cre nine ... ~ 0 0 0 
Gra:de te·n.,. •• 2 0 2 
Grade eleven. 1 2 3 
Grade twelve .. 1 0 -l 
Total ......... ,. 11 2? 8 35 
Table 2 should be read as :f'o~lows: Three pupils, now in 
grade eleven, had been retained in some grade below grad~ 
seven. 
·- ............. 
r 
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Table 2 shows that there were over three times as many_ boys 
who had been retained in some grade below grade seven as 
. - . -~ 
there were girls. Otto comments on similar studies done in 
. . 
the field of ~upil progress: 
'"For every grade the :percentag·e of r·etarded boys 
is larger tha.n that of- retarded girls; in some ·instance·s 
the :Percent·a.ge of retarded boy·s is fifty to seventy-t'lVe 
per cent· larger- than the· retarde·a girls·. For every grade 
the :Percentag·e· of accelerated girJ.s exceeds the },>"ero·ent-
age o·f accelerat-ed boys. Corres:ponding sex differences 
are ~resent regarding the age-grade status of ~upils." 
The :PU~ils retained were now located. 
The ;places of retardation.--The next ste:P was to find 
out in what grades the tetardation had taken place. Table 3 
. . 
shows the place of retardation ~d the number of retardations 
- .. "- - . . 
which took place in the first six grades for the thirty-five 
. . - . 
pupils retained in those grades. 
Table 3. The· Place of :Retardation, and the Number· of 
:Retar·aa.t-ions, Which Took Place in the First 
Six Grades for the 35 Pupils Retained in 
Those Grades 
P·lace of Number of Place of Number of· 
Retardation Retardations Retardation :Retardations 
111 ( 2l (1/ I { 2) 
. . . . . . . 
- . 
Grade one ••• 13 Grade five •• 5 
Gr-ade two ••• 13 Grade six ••• 0 
Grade three .. 4 
Grade four •• 2 Total ••••••• 37 
-
Table 3 should be read as follows: Thirteen retardations 
took place in grade one. 
. . -
1/Henry J. otto, Element·ary Scho·ol Organization and Adn!.inistra-
tion, A:Ppleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1944, P• 213. 
-It should be pointed out in relation to Table 3. that 
while onJ.y thirty-five pu:pils were retained; ~here were .thirty .. 
seven retardations. The two extra retardations show, because 
two :pupils had been retained twice- 0ne pu:pil, retained twice, 
. -. ~-- ~ ~ 
had been kept back in grades one and two; the other in grades 
:four and :five. Table 3 also shows that of the thirty-seven 
retardations, twenty-six had taken :place in grad~s ~ne and 
two. This meant, that of the total number of retardations which 
had taken :place in grades one through six·, seventy :per cent 
. . ~ .. 
had taken place in grades one and two. Grades onw and two 
definitely seemed to be the areas of greatest difficulty. y 
Otto comments on this problem: 
"Non-promotion· invariably takes its largest t"oJ.l 
in the primary grades·. It is not uncommon for twenty to 
thirty per cent· of :first grade children to be asked to' 
r·e;peat the grade···at leai:ft once. Non-J)romotion is not as 
frequent· in the sec·ond and third graaes as ·it is J.:n the 
firs·t grade, but the first three grades together accu:tn ... 
tilate ·about eighty-five per cent of the non-promOtion -
awarded·- in· the ty:pical school. Once a: child iEf l;>ast the 
third grade, his chances of being asked to repeat ~.'- ·: 
grade are small•" 
Transfe'r~~d'·:J?UPils. --Accor_ding to the inquiry, a. trans-
ferred pupil was one of low mental ability who had not met 
.. - - -
the grade standard; but for social and emotional reasons would 
-- . 
have been a problem if retained. Fifteen :pupils now in school 
had been transferred from one grade to the next higher grade 
a total o:f' sixty-two times. 
No child transferred had an intelligence quotient of above 
ninety as measured by a group intelligence test. Of the 
fifteen transferred, thirteen had been retained in one of 
-. . ~ . 
the primary grades one year, and then transferred for each 
- -
succeeding year .. 
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Pupils ;promoted on trial.--The inquiry had shown that 
tea.c?ers_ def_ined a pu:pil going ahead on trial as one that 
had average ability or ·better who could not meet the grade 
standard in Ju'nef because of poor attendance caused by ill-
ness .. If, after tutoring during the summer, they could pass 
an examination in September which showed they could then 
.. - .. -
meet the grade standard; the pupil was promoted. The two 
:pupils who had been s-ent ~ead twice on trial wer-e r.et~ined 
the year following the~ second trial promotion. One other 
pupil, of the nine sft ~head on trial, had been retaine<i 
the year following his promotion on trial •. This would seem 
to indicate that while extra help_ during the summer had 
enabled these three pupils to go ahead in September, the 
results were not of a permanent nature. The other six :pupils 
with the extra time and help during the summer had gone ahead 
in September, and fr~m then on had made normal progress. 
While the teachers had mentioned putting a transfer pupil 
- . ~ - . ~ . 
from another school ahead on trial, examination of the records 
did not reveal any pupil in this category. 
3, Possible Causes of Failure to Make 
Normal Progress 
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The cumulative record form.~~The writer had located the 
~u~ils_ retained in grades one through ~ix, and had determined 
the grades which_ had :Presented the gre_atest difficulty for_ 
those ;pu:pils retai~ed .. If ;possible, the wr~ter wished to de-
termine from an examination of their cumulative records some 
of the possible reasons why these ;pu~ils had not been :promoted. 
Preliminary exrumination of the cumulative record form used in 
Millis showed that this was ;possible in three areas: (1) 
Intelligence; (2) achievement as measured by achievement 
. . . 
test results; and_ ( 3) achievement as measured by re~ort ca?,:d 
marks. No anecdotal records, or record of conferences, if any, 
- . ' . 
with :Parents had been kept. No notations about home background, 
or influences outside of school which could have caused failure 
to make ;progress had been kept, The cumulative record for.m was 
a commercial ;product designed for general use. The same· form 
was used for all grades, from grade one to twelve. Many items 
- - . 
were not a;p;propriate, or did not apply at all, to conditions 
in Millis. S;pace was littdted and items had to be crossed out 
and written over in order that they a;p];)ly to the situation in 
Millis. Records had not been ade·quately ke:pt, and i?_. many oases, 
items which should have been filled in were left blank, or were 
im:r>ro:r>erly filled. 
-t .... _ 
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Intelligence of pupils retained.--The writer wi~hed to 
determine what the intelligence was, as measured by a.n intel-
ligence test, of those JtU:pils retained. Had lack of intelligence 
- - -
been the reason those ~u~ils retained failed to meet the g~~de 
standard? Table 4 shows th~ range of intelligence for the thirty-
five ~upils retained in grades one through six. 
Table 4. Range of Ibtelligence Quotients for 35 
Pu:pils Retained 
Range of r .. Q,. Number of Range of I. Q,. Number 
Pupils Pupils 
.. ( 1) ( 2) (l) ( 2) 
Below 70 ......... 0 110-119 •••••• 2 
70-79 .......... 4 120-129 ..... ". 1 
80-89 ............. 9 Above 129 •••• 0 
90-99 ......... , 10 
100-109 .. , ••••• 9 Total ......... 35 
-. -
of 
Table 4 should be read as follows: Nine pupils retained 
in the first six grades had intelligence quotients ranging 
from 100 up to 110. 
The writer wishes to point out in relation to Table 4 
that the thirteen pupils who had intelligence quotients below 
ninety were retained one year and then transferre~ for eaeh 
succeeding year. The other twenty-two pupils retained had 
average or better than average ability,· This would seem to 
indicate that lack of intelligence was definitely not the 
--... 
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reason for these ~upils failing to meet the grade standard. 
It would suggest that causes other than lack of intelligence 
had contributed to their being retained. Three ~upils retained 
had considerably better than average ability. 
Achievement test results.--Achievement test results were 
not found on some children's folders .. It should be noted in 
regard to the achievement test results which were available, 
that during part of the twelve year period with which this 
stu~ is concerned; the results of the tests were ~ublished 
in the local newspaper. There was a strong competitive feel-
ing between the three towns of the school union in rega.rd to 
this. Pressure upon the teachers, such as this, could have 
caused the results to be inflated; or caused teachers to give 
more help than was allowable in the testing situation. The 
writer does not propose that this assumption be made in regard 
to achievement test scores; and only wishes to point out that 
. . 
there was a great deal of significance attached to achievement 
test results. The only score recorded on the cumulative fol-
der was the average achievement score which was a composite 
of the several parts of the test. The writer wished to deter~ 
mine how far below the standard to be met had these pupils 
:fallen. Table 5 shows the results for the year before reten-
tion for the thirteen pupils retained in grade one. 
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Table 5. Achievement Test Scores 1 for the Year before Retenw 
tion, for 13.Pu~ils 1 Retained in Grade One 
Score in Terms Number of Score in Terms Number o.:f' 
of Grade Level Pupils of Grade Level Pupils 
( J,J 121 . ( 1) ( 2) 
No score recorded on (Standard 
cumulative folder • ., ..... 1 1-'7 • .,to be met) 0 
l-2 .................... 1 l--8 ............. l ! 
1-3 ••••••••••••••••••• 2 1-9 .............. 0 
1-4-~-················ l 2-0 .............. 0 1-~··············--··· 5 1-6 .......... - ••••••••• 2 Total •••••••••• 13 
.. 
Table 5 should be read as follows: Five pupils in grade one 
had a score of first grade, the fifth month, the year before 
being retained in grade one. 
The writer wishes to poimt out three things in relation 
to Table 5_:_ (l) One J?Upil a?t?-a_l~Y scored above the standa.:rd 
to be met and was still retained; (2) two pupils scored within 
one month of the standard to be met and were retained; and (S) 
- . .. . -· -
five pupils scored within two months of the standard to be met 
.. - . - - -
and were reta~ned. Table 5 shows that there was not consistency 
between the standards for promotion which the teachers had 
stated in the inquiry and the achievement test results for 
these pupils. Table 6 shows the available achievement test 
scores for the thirteen pupils retained in grade two. Again 
there seemed to be inconsistency between the standards teachers 
had stated in the inquiry and the test results. 
--
Table 6. Achievement· Test Scores·, "for the Year be:f'ore B.ete:n ... 
tion, :f'or l3.Pupils Retained in Grade Two 
--
Soor·e· in Terms· Number o:f Score in Terms Number ot 
o:f Grade Level Pupils o:f' Grade Level Pupils 
---
( l) ( 2) (l) _( 2) 
,_ 
No score recorded on 2-.4., ••..•• 0 ••• l 
cumu.lative :folder., .... 5 2--·5 •• •••••• '0 ••• 0 
1-9 ~ ~ ••.. - • tt • tl • - ...... Ill l 2- 6 .. .. , ·• t! • ·• -. -6 • f • 0 
1-10 .. • • .. .. . • fl • • , • • • • 0 If • 0 (Standard 
2 ... Q • • - • ., ......... - fl • ~ •• tl l 2-7. ~to be met) 0 
~--1 ••••••••• , • ., ........ 3 2-8_. • r • 6' 11 fl • fl • f • 1 
2-2~·-······~~········ 0 -2-3 •••••••••••••••• ~·· 1 Total ........... 13 
Table 6 should be read as :follows: Three pupils in grade two 
had a score of second grade, the :first month, the year be:f'ol'e 
being retained in grade two. 
. . . 
The v~iter wishes to point out in relation to Table 6 
that again one pupil retained scored above the grade standard~ 
Five pupils had no scores recorded on their folders for that 
year. They had either not been given the tests, or the scores 
had not been recorded. 
The other nine pupils retained in grades above grade two 
had :fallen a year or more below the grade standard on their 
achievement test scores, where scores were found recorded on 
the cumulative folder. 
Report card marks.--Millis has a traditional report card 
marked on a basis of A;B;c,"n,E;F. The letter mark was derived. 
:from a numerical basis, as A would represent 90-100. Inquiry of 
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the teachers, however, showed there was no general agreement 
on the value of the let~~r grades. The card is issued five 
times a year. The same card serves for grades one through six, 
and items_ not. aJ?;P_lying t~_the grade_ are ~r~_ssed out_, o.r left .. 
blank. Personal and social conduct are marked on aletter basis 
.. - . . - -
also. The re);)ort card mark, recorded <O·n the cumulative folder, 
. . .. .... 
is a composite mark for the year, made up of an average of the 
. ~ . ... .. ~. - ... 
five marks given during the year • .An examination of the r~;port 
card marks, for the thirty:-f~ve pupils retain_e_d, _sh~~e.d t;ha.t 
all_ had ~eceiyed failing mark~_ in_ a.ri t~e:tic_ !l'!ld _ :rea?-ing_ t!H3 
year before retention~ Some had received a mark of D. Since 
th_e mark_ was a ~ompo_si te ~ark, this would_ suggel?t. that the 
marks for the last term or two had been failing; while per-
. . 
ha:ps the ones for the first were :passing. :More yte?-ght could 
have been given_ to the marks_ for the last two mar kin~ period_s 
than for the first t~xee. The writer does not know this to be 
. . 
so, as on~y the ~o~:po~ite mark was recorded. If this was not 
so, tha writer is at a. loss to explain why :PUPils w~t~ D_ on 
the report card were retained, as D was considered a passing 
mark. 
4. Other Conditions Affecting Pupil Progress 
in Millis 
Entrance age.--Previous to 1945, there had been no kin-
derga.r:ten in Millis. Entrance age had been est~blished ~~- _si~-. 
- • • • • - ~ • - ~ • 4 • - -- -
years of age, on or before January 1, for entrance to grade one. 
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From~945-1951, the policy varied each year. Entrance to kin~ 
de:garten or f~!st_ gr_acie. was_ se~. at_ five and six years of age 
~ .. - ~ - - .. . .. - - . . . ...... 
re_specti vel~-' on or before January 1. The variance came in the 
-- ' . .. . -· .. - .. . . 
testing Df children by means o:f' the St~n:f'ord-Binet Tests of 
- . ~-- . . -. - .. . . .. -' . . .. ~ . .. .. - ... ' .. ·-
Intelligence to ~ermit entrance below the set age levels. 
••• • • " • -· ~ • • ' " • • • • ~ • . - r a. •" u - 0 ~ -· ,. ·•· 'J' 
Ch~~dren wer~ permitted ~o ent~r ~i_nde~ga_rte~. 0_r_ fi_rst gr_a.de, 
whose_ fifth_ B.?.d s~_x:th birthdays came :m_ or before ~e7:lt~~be:t- _1, 
if they obtained a sufficient mental age on the Stanford-Einet 
test. Testing waw discontinued for three years for kinderga~ten 
. .. .. . .. . - -- ... . .. .. - . . . . . - .. 
because of overcrowded and inadequate facilities. It was con-
- - - . . - - .. . --
tinued for grade one, however .. This policy encouraged 1)are:nts 
. . ~ .. . ' - . ' ... . ... ..._ 
of chil~ren_ w~10se ?ir_thd_a!s,.. c~e ?e_twe~!-1 .s_e;ptemb_e~ _1 a~.d ~a:n~a.~:y 
1, ?ut could not be tested for kindergarten,· to_ have their ~hil­
dren tested for entrance to grade one the following year. It 
• • •· • ... • o:<·u 
these children passed the test at a sufficiently high level• 
- . - . . - - . 
they __ were th~n _:Permi tte~ to ent~:r :first grade_,_ skip;ping_ ki~ ... 
derge.rten. While none of these children were retained in their 
. " - . . ·- -· -- - - . . . - . .. . 
progress thrmugh the succeeding grades, their social and phy-
- - - ... - .. .. - - ... -- -
sical maturity was questioned by all teachers concerned. While 
not failing, the quality of their scholastic work was poor. 
. . -- . - _.,. - -- - - . . 
When ~laced with children who had kindergarten training and 
were well adjusted socially to school, the contrast was clear, 
and did not disappear in the years following grade one-
, . - --
Enrolllnent trends.--The enrollment trend in Millis has 
defini tel.y been toward the elementary grades. This has· been 
in :part due to the addition o~ -~inde~garten i~ 19~~ .. The 
. '\ .. ''.:; J ty 
... , ..';r;:;:,~ r-' ;~-'~.-!C}t1.""b.1 OJI 
.... _ i:.~ tr~ ~'·:;;~ 
-e 
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shift in school J?~U;pulati8n has been away fr~Um- the high school 
-. ... ..,. . 
side into the elementary sid.e .. Table 7 shows the Millis en ... 
-. - " . 
- -· 
rollment trends over the past twelve years .. 
Table 7 .. ~llis Enrollment 
. .. ~ - \,. .. '" ' .. , .. 
Year -1940-1941-1942-1943-1944-1945-1946-1947-1948-1949-~950-1951 
~
" 
K 
--
--
....... 
--
29 29 34 51 -31 39 42 
1 33 37 57 37 37 32 38 39 48 61 '42 44 
2 47 35 34 49 36 38 29 38 40 48 5?' '38 
3 26 44 38 35 48 28 41 28 3~ 36 49 58 
4 52 30 40 41 31 50 30 39 30 40 :55 50 
·5 35 53 "34 4!3 43 S·4 52 2~ 39 3:5 46 .!3S: 
6 34 35 54 30 38 46 '35 50 30 39 33 '·46 
Total-227 234 257 235 233 257 254 257 277 288 299 309 
.. ' •· ~-
7 ·33 38 38 54 38 37 48 32 50 30 39 !!4 
8 59 29 35 40' 45 29 28 46 33 46 28 4~ 
9 36 55 ·35 3'1 33 46 24 25 39 31 42 ~4 
10 30 37 50 25 28 29 40 21 22 32 29 41 
11 37 28 33 46 25 23 25 40 19 20 26 22 
12 37 38 29 27 38 . 20 .. 23 .. 24 37 "19 ''20 ~--'24 
-Total-232 225 218 223 206 184 188 188 200 177 184, .'J:f37 
Grand ... h ..... 
Tota.l-459 459 475 458 439 441 442 445 477 465 483 496 
*All enrollment figures are as of October 1. 
-. 
- . - -
Table 7 shows that from 1940-1951, the enrollment in kindergarten 
through grade six increased by eighty-two pupils, while the 
- -
enr_ollment ~n grade~ seye!J: _ _t_hr_ough tw_elve _dro~:ped by_ :f'o~:f;Y­
:f'ive pu:pils. This caused already inadequate facilities on the 
. ·- -· - - .. 
elementary side of the building to become seriously overcrowded. 
. - .. " . 
Rooms were small, and_ with the overcrowded conditions; the t;vpe 
o:f' program which could be carried on was limited. Library cor-
ners or activity corners around the rooms were limited by lack 
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of space and facilities. These were more or less i~t~n~~?~~ 
conditions affecting pupil progress~ but none the less real. 
The_ wri :ter_ would only suggest ~?at_ ~Yv_ercrowding and ~ ~gh · 
turnover of teacher personnel may have had a direct bearing 
on pupil progress in Millis. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMM:ARY, CONCLUSIONS .AND BECOMMEJ~i'D.ATIO~TS 
In this the concluding cha~ter, the writer pro~oses to 
~ . . ~ - . . . - .. . . -
give; first, a _summa!Y. on_ _pJ:las_es _of regulating ~up~l :Progress 
described in the .li terat:ure; secGJnd, a summary of I>U:Pil ;pro ... 
gress in Millis; and third, his conclusions as to the effect 
-- .. 
of the past :p_u:pil progress poli~y- and recomm.endations for 
change in order to better regulate ~upil :progress in Millis. 
Summary of Phases of Pupil Progress 
. -
1.. An acceptable definition for :pupil progress can be 
given only if the total develo~ment of the individual 
is. _consid~:r;-ed .•. 
2 .. There is an urgent need for clarification of the goals 
toward which the pupil is trying to progress_ • .A clea:t-
statement of educational :philosophy should hel~ to 
bring changes in :practices and :procedure~. Writers in 
the field of pupil :progress :point_· ou~ tll.at underlying 
all :pupil progress policies is the basic philosophy 
of the school. 
3. our present knowledge of child growth and development 
points the way for many changes in the traditional 
.. ' -- . --
graded school pattern and in traditional methods of 
teaching. 
-54-
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4. An acceptable pupil progress policy treats the child 
" . 
c:-s. a w?-o_le_ orga1_1ism and cons~~e~s his physical, so ... 
cial, and emotional growth, as well as his intellecw 
tual growth. 
5. Administrative practices vary widely in regard to 
pupil progress. The rate of non-promotion varies 
~idel;r_ among scho_ols in a c:dty, from city to city, 
~d thr_oughout the oo:unt_ry; t~e rat~ being ~ignif~~­
can~ly hi?he~ in gr~d~ one t?-an in other gra~es, a~d 
boys having a higher rate than girls .. Evidence seems 
- ~ - ~~ -
to show that few children benefit from non-promotion. 
- - ~ -
6. The curriculum setup of a modern school system sho~~~ 
be in terms of. children, and not in terms of a:r:bitra~y 
grade level assignments. 
?. The Dalton Plan, the Winnetka Plan, and Cleveland and 
Gloucester Plans are plans which are being trie~ so_ . 
that progress can be made a continuous :process in te;t'ms 
of the individual child. 
8. Both quantitative measures, such as achievement tests, 
and q~a~itative mea.s~re~, sue?- as behavior records 
should be used in evaluating :pupil progress. 
. ·- ~ . - . . -
9. Changes in a pupil progress policy should be made only 
with the understanding and cooperation of :parents and 
faculty members. 
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SUmmary of Pupil Progress in Millis 
1. That there was not uniformity of agreement among the 
teachers as to what :past J;>Upil progress :policy had 
been. 
2. That the present cumulative record folder and report 
card were inadequate for reporting and recording J;>upil 
progress .. 
3. That ~ecords of failing children were not complete~ 
filled out. 
4.. That the school );>opulation of the town as measured b~ 
the movement of children in and out of school was 
highly mobile. 
5. Of the total number of children in schoom on October l; 
1951 in grades one through twelve, approximately sevett 
per cent had been retained in some grade below grade 
seven. 
6. Over three times as many boys as girls had been retaitted. 
?. The majority of children retained were retained in 
grades one and two. 
8. Of these children retained sixty-three per cent had 
average or better than average intelligence quotients 
as measured by a group intelligence test. 
9. While sixty-three per cent of the pupils retained had 
- - . 
average or better than average intelligence, their 
report card marks and achievement test results showed 
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them to be failing. No s~ecial provision had been 
made to try and locate these children early in the 
- ~- . . 
year and correct their difficulty so that retention 
be preve?t~d.· Th~ other t?irty-seven ~er_ cent accord~ _ 
ing to intelligence test results a~peared to have lower 
. . . 
abi_li ty, ~.ug_gesting that they would of nec~s~_i_tr_ ~e­
quire a·longer ~eriod of time to meet the standard. 
- - . ~ - ..,_ . ' .. 
lO.Tha.t no special ada.]?tation of the curriculum had been 
been made for those children that were retained. 
11. Children had been tested for entrance to fitst grade 
permitting them to skip kindergarten. This was not 
acceleration in any sense of the word1 and in the 
long run had appeared to be a definite ~i.sadva.n:t_ag_e .. 
to those children. While appear~ng ~o- have the ne~_e,s_­
sary intellectual ]?ower to enter grade one, they were 
.. .. .. . -- - . ' .. 
social~ and emotionallY immature in the judgement of 
- . . ~ . - . . . . - - .. --.. .. . - ~ " . . . -
the teachers. Their physical maturity level was alsrr 
below that of their classmates. 
12. :Because of the. lar_ge n~ber of_ J;,>upils and yv~d~- ~a.nge 
of grades under the su]?ervision of_ one princi]?alt prior 
to April, 1951, curriculum coordination had been 
difficult. 
13. From 1940-1951 the enrollment in kindergarten through 
grade six increased by eighty-two pupils causing a 
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severe strain on already inadequate :facilities on the 
elementary side. 
Conclus:t~: .a:r;ui.J:t~oi:Qmmendations 
Development of a philo~?Pf.Y:·-~In every .scho?l system there 
ought to be a definite ~hiloso~hy regarding education which 
- . - . . . . .. 
serves to guide administrative ~ractices and ~rocedures in 
-· .. . . -· ·- --
relation to ~u~il ~regress. Millis needs to develop such a 
-- . 
philosophy. It is the writer's belief that such a ~hilosophy 
worked out jointly by school personnel, school commdttee, 
- . . - . 
Parent-Teachers Associaticn, and other interested groups 
- . . . .. - - . 
would serve to greatly clarify the issues involved in reg-
- - -- - - . -. 
ulating ~upil ~rogress. It is also the writer's recommendation 
that this be put in written form, clearly expressed. Then it 
- . --
m~ serve as a guide for those involved in making decisions 
. . . 
regarding pupil progress in the years to come. The following 
ste~s might be followed in the development of such a phil-
ospby: 
1. Preliminary discussion between su~erintendent of 
schools and princi~al. 
2~ Preliminary discussion between superintendent, prin-
cipal, and teachers at a teachers' meeting. 
. . 
3. Superintendent bring the ~roblem to the attention of 
the school committee. 
4. A joint committee consisting of members of the p.T .. A.; 
school committee, and faculty work out an expression 
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of :r:;>hiloso:phy of education which will help in re .. 
lation to pupil :progress. 
5. Phases of controlling :pupil ~regress be explained 
to_ Parent_-Teachers Association by scho_ol personnel •. 
Curriculum revision.--If ~llis is to move aw~ from its 
~ .. . ~ ~-
:present traditional graded setup to a more flexible :pupil pro~ 
gress policy, it must seriously consider some major curriculum 
changes. ~t :p;:esent_ th.ere_ is no course of study in Millis. 
Because of lack of experience, and little or no background 
- . - -- ... - - ~ 
in education courses on the part o~ s_evera_l teachers i~. Mil~i_s, 
a course of study woumd seem desirable. The :present curriculum 
setup contains much overlapping in some areas and ga:r:;>s in other 
areas. From interrogation of the teachers, it is the writer's 
belief that this is caused partly by teachers not being aware 
of what :precedes or what follows in the subjects being taught. 
. . -
This in turn was :partly caused by the fact that the textbook 
was used as the course of study. Curriculum revisions along 
the following lines would seem adivsable: 
l. That a course of study be develo:r:;>ed by the teachers 
which is not based upon rigid grade levels, but rather 
. . -
upon attainment of objectives in a total program which 
it is hoped will be accom~lished before the pupil 
leaves the sixth grade. T~~s would make teachers more 
conscious of the total objectives to be achieved. 
2. That within this course of study~ the reading and arith-
metic programs for grades one, two~ and three be set ttP 
in a series of continuous units. That as mastery of the 
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unit of work is completed by the pupil, it will be 
recorded on his currulative record :folder. The teacher 
o_:f' the next ye_ar will take the child at the last recorded 
level and proceed :from there. The writer finds this most 
generally done in grades one through three. After this 
has been done in grades one through three and the fac-
ulty has gained experience with the );·rogram, the writer 
suggests that the program could and should be continued 
on to grades four through six. 
3. That textbooks be provided for each level required by 
pupils in the room. 
4. That small room libraries be developed for each room 
with much supplementary and enrichment material being 
. . -
made available. This material should cover the levels 
in each room. 
Revision o:f' testing program.-- The present testing progr~ 
consists o:f' giving achievement tests in April or May to check 
progress at the end of the year. As has been pointed out pre-
viously, mush stress was placed on obtaining high results on 
. -
these tests. No diagnostic test was given at the beginning of 
- . - . ~ 
the year to deter.mine weaknesses early an~ apply corrective 
- . -
measures. The high percentage of children retained who posses-
ed average or better than average intelligence would seem to 
indicate that difficulty was not diagnosed until too late to 
do anything about it but retain the child. I:f' the difficulty 
I 
I 
~. 
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was e~otional, rather than scholastic, tr~s too should be inw 
vestigated early in the year. Reco~endations to cover this 
- . 
are explained under reporting pupil progress. The writer sug~ 
gests that children in grades two through six should.be given. 
a di_agno~tic_ test in the skill subjects in the fall of the yea!._ 
as well as an achievement test at the end of the year. This dual 
, testing progr~ is suggested for several reasons. Ey giving di-
agnostic tests in the fall, the teacher who then has the pupil 
must correct and grade the tests. This Should help to bring 
- .. - . - . 
directly to the teacher's attention the individual strengths 
and weaknesses of each pupil and the group as a whole. Under 
a system of continuous progress, the writer :feels also that 
objective testing should be done more than once a_ year. A pupil 
could make considerable progress between October and ]lfa.y. This 
. . . . .. -
would not show by an examination o:f achievement tests given in 
W~y. The writer wishes to point out in relation to cost, that one 
pupil retained unnecessarily costs the town more than would com-
mercial diagnostic tests. All children e!ltering grade_ on~ shoul~ 
be given a reading readiness test. They should be given achieve-
- . . - - ·- •· ....... ·-
ment checks at the end of the primer~ preprimer, and first re~d~ 
er. The reading system which has been put in use during the pre-
. . ·- -
sent year has such a sustem of checks. All children entering 
grade one should be given a group intelligence test to deter-
mine an indication of capacity. This should be rechecked at grade 
. . -- . 
three and grade six level. Cases as to which there is doubt as to 
--
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. the reliability of the score should be checked on an individ-
ual intelligence test. 
Recording of pupil progress.-- The present cumulative rew 
cord fomder is in the form of a filing folder. It is a commer-
cial product and was not designed to fit the particular needs 
-· . ' 
of J~!illis. It cd>vers grades one through twelve .. With such a 
grade span on insufficient space, much of it not applicable 
to ]fillis, this cumulative record form is inadequate. It is 
the writer's recommendation that a new cumulative form be 
developed by the elementary teachers that would be more suited 
to elementary needs in 1lillis. The guidance counselor of the 
- ' 
high school should work in conjunction with them to insure 
.. -
that guid.ance information needs by teachers of grades seven 
through twelve be included on the form. 
Reporting pupil progress.--Millis has had a traditional 
report card marked on a basis of set grade standards. One re-
- .. - ~ 
port card served for grades one through six with items not 
applying to the grade being left blank. Scholastic ability 
and personal and social conduct are all rrarked on a basis of 
A,E,C,D,E, or F. The card is issued five times a year to all 
children. The present card is a reflection of the current prac-
tices now governing pupil progress in IDillis. This is as it 
. . .. 11 
should be As Otto,points out: 
· "It is essential,. however·, that ·the card express the 
objectives of the school progra.tr. and rate pupil progress 
in a manner which conforms to the policies of the school 
1/Henry J, Otto, o:p. cit., p. 244 
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and which conveys to thef parents the relationship of the 
child to the desired goal." 
A new system of repor_ting should be considered in ~:fillis as 
a step in the adjust~ent o~ the present pupil progress poli?~· 
It is to be recommended that this new system of reporting have 
the following features: 
1. Instead of the.present single card 1 that one card be 
developed for grades one through three and another 
for grades four through six. 
2. That these new cards be·marked in terms of the indi-
viduals ability,. rather than in terms of a fixed grade 
standard. 
3. That the marks.used be in terms of progress. and that 
there be not more than three marks. The writer suggests 
the following: S-Satisfactory ?regress, 0-0utstanding 
Progress, and N-Needs Improvement. 
.. -
4. That there be adequate space left on the card for a 
written comment by the teacher. That this space be 
used to extend and clari~y any difficulty a child is 
having, or to comment on any unusual progress or abi-
, . ~ . 
lity that the pupil has shown. 
5. That there be a space for the parent to comment or to 
request a conference 1 or to report progress at home. 
6. That the marking periods be cut from five to four in 
order to prepare better reports. At the first report 
period it is suggested that a system of scheduled con-
.. _,, 
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ferences bet11een :parents and teacl:ers be worked out. 
Before the first written report went out parent and 
teacher would have discussed the pupilfs progress to 
that .date. 
?. That the card be worked out by a jomnt committee sim-
ilar to that suggested by the writer in the develop-
ment of an expression of educational philosophy for 
Millis. 
Entrance age.--It is to be recommended that testing of 
c_hildren for_ bo~h ki_nde:rgarten and first grade be discont_in-_ 
ued. Vfuile ]~ssachusetts law does not require compulsory atten-
dance until reaching the age of six years, no policy should 
be maintained which encourages parents to have their children 
skip kindergarten training. As long as the town is willing to 
support a public kindergarten, a policy of persuasion and en• 
couragement to have all children entering school enter in kin-
dergarten should be adhered to. Registration of children enter-
~~ - -- . 
ing kindergarten should be in May of the-year preceding en-
- -. < • 
trance. The parents of childre~ who are eligible, but do not 
register in M~ should be conta~ted by_ t~e school! B,y explaining 
the purp9se~ and advant~es of ~indergarten ~o ~hem, i~ i~ 
hoped that all children eligible for kindergarte.ll c_oul~- ?_e 
registered some time before September. A b~lle_tin. or .. p~:phl_e_t 
describing the :purposes and advantages of kindergarten __ ~_h?uld 
be prepared. This could be mailed to parents where personal 
• 
contact was not possible. 
Grouping of pupils.--Homogeneous grouping of pup~ls b,y 
grades is not possible in ]lillie. Due to school population 
- -
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changes, there is often only ?ne class_a.t ~ ~iven grade level. 
Homo~eneous grouping of pupils within classes is possible, 
however, and should be done especially in skill subjects, 
. . - ~ -
such as reading. These groups should be kept as flexible as 
possiblet and children should be movea from one group to 
another at any time when the teacher feels it is advisable. 
- -. 
Movement of children from one group to another should be 
accomplished by the suggested means of objective testing, 
plus the teacher's judgement .. Homogeneous grouping within 
·- .. 
the classroom has been done on a somewhat limited scale. 
With the development of previously recommended measures, it 
would follow that this be done more widely and with more 
accuracy than before. 
- --
Retardation of pupils.--It is the writer's recommendation 
that any retardation of pupils be done on a purely individual 
basis. Soci~l and emotional factors should be given as much 
. . - . . 
consideration as scholastic achievement. Consultation between 
principal, teacher, and parent should investigate all possible 
effects of retardation on the individual concerned. If preced-
ing recommendations are carried out, there should be little 
-- . .. --
need for retardation. Pupils who deviated from the groups 
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within the grade to an extreme would be clinical cases and 
should be sent by the school to special clinics. 
Continuous :progress plans 'for Millis.--With the adoption 
of previously recommended measures, Millis should in effect 
- -· . -
have continuous progress. The beneficial or d~trimental effects 
of these measures should be studied carefully. If the results 
prove beneficial in Millis, and after teachers in grades one, 
. . .. 
two, and three gain experience with the program, the writer 
suggests that as parents gain in an understanding of the 
program; it could and should be extended to eover grades 
four, five, and six .. The program c?uld then be exten_d_ed to 
the point where _grade level designations in grades __ one, two, 
and three be done aw~ with, and retardation be greatly 
reduced., 
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